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1. INTRODUCTION
This thesis discusses strategic pathways for sustainable business, building on evidence from
the oil industry, one of the industries undergoing transformation. The topic of sustainability
has become increasingly important with public concern for environmental issues growing
and grand challenges such as climate change, poverty and inequality being lifted to the
agendas of not just governmental actors, but also businesses (George et al., 2016). For
businesses the question is no longer whether to engage in sustainable business, but how to
do this and to which extent sustainability should be part of core business practices, values,
strategy and business model (Sardá & Pogutz, 2019). Faced with market-based competition,
businesses must maintain profitable while becoming more sustainable, facing the challenge
of how to manage the industry and firm transformation from status quo to truly sustainable,
without losing competitive edge.
In this introductory chapter, the background and timeliness of the research topic in terms of
the oil industry will be discussed, laying out a foundation for the research objectives and
goals, the research scope and limitations, and finally presenting the structure of the research
paper.
1.1. BACKGROUND
In the aftermath of the COP211 climate conference in Paris 2015 and COP24 in Katowice
2018, global consensus of the need to act against climate change and an understanding of
the urgency at hand exists. World leaders, nonetheless, are challenged with finding
multilateral solutions, and the recent climate conferences are evident proof of it. Current
multilateral efforts are at best moderate and although states have agreed to keep global
warming below 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels, the Paris agreement lacks any
type of sanctions for non-compliance, essentially meaning each state and region pursues
climate efforts according to their own liking and capability (UNFCCC, 2019). National and
regional pledges for the environment have been made, but most governments are not ready
or willing to take drastic action, risking losing national economic competitiveness vis-à-vis
countries and regions making smaller commitments. Such a situation represents classical
game theory, with states and regions having to deal with questions of free-riding and the
1

COP is the informal name for the Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change.
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need to make concessions, ultimately hindering adaptation of more ambiguous climate
agendas.
Without a doubt solving climate change is complex. It is one of our times main societal grand
challenges and requires collective efforts to be solved (George et al., 2016). Various national
interests and inequal contribution of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions historically and today
impact environmental policy, moreover, a collision of mega trends hampers political
decision making (The Economist, 2018). On one hand there is a growing concern for the
climate, but on the other hand global population growth and growing economic power in
large emerging markets are pushing demand and increasing consumption of natural
resources. Climate change is often raised as a question of equality, considering possible
changes in weather conditions will harm some of the poorest regions the most, but how can
we reduce economic inequality and poverty, and meet the growing demand, while cutting
pollution and reducing the use of non-renewable natural resources?
Having established that current multilateral efforts are inadequate, the eye turns to
businesses. In the opening of the climate conference in Katowice 2018, the role and
importance of businesses was also brought up by Feike Sijbesma, Chair of the Alliance of
CEO Climate Leaders (UNFCCC, 2018). In his speech he emphasized the power business
has on accelerating change.

Business has an increasingly vital role to play in accelerating the shift to a lowcarbon and climate-resilient economy […] It requires bold leadership and good
governance, which will allow long-term creation of shareholder value alongside
long-term value for our society.
Feike Sijbesma
29.11.2018

Accelerating change means businesses can contribute to creating a sustainable global
economy through innovation, bringing new and improved solutions to the market that
supersede more polluting ones and promote sustainable development. Resource intensive
industries and the use of natural resources are at the core of this shift. According to the CDP
Carbon Majors Report 2017 (Griffin, 2017), more than 50% of all industrial emissions since
10

1988 can be traced back to just 25 corporate and state-owned entities. Majority of these
companies operate with coal, oil or natural gas, which means fossil fuel producers can play
a key role in tackling climate change.
In the light of this data, crude oil poses an important sector to study. Taking a closer look at
oil in terms of sustainability, one can see that the nature of the industry itself is very
controversial. Companies in the industry have a polluting business and are not keen on seeing
increased regulation (Laville, 2019). The global economy today is also very much dependent
on oil, it being one of the most important commodities traded. Nonetheless, looking at the
forecasts, the most progressive scenarios predict demand for oil will peak in the mid-2020’s
(IEA, 2018), suggesting a shift to more sustainable alternatives will take place soon. The
more conservative estimates, however, say demand will grow steadily at least until 2040
(OPEC, 2018a). The timing of peak-oil demand may be uncertain, but all estimates agree
that the industry will face structural change sooner or later. In countries with vast oil
reserves, oil is of national economic importance and considered a strategic state asset, which
means national oil companies are protected from strict climate regulation. Global climate
politics and the introduction of viable alternatives can, however, determine how fast highcarbon industries fall apart. With this in mind, oil companies today face uncertainty
regardless of their origin, forcing them to realize, that operating in a changing market with
scarce natural resources requires adaptation and innovation when it comes to both strategy
and operations, if wanting to ensure business continuity.
Recently, there have been signs suggesting a shift in attitude towards sustainability in the
industry. Norway’s wealth fund has decided to divest from oil and gas exploration, moving
the funds to more sustainable alternatives (Davies, 2019). One of the major producers, Royal
Dutch Shell, has tied top management bonuses to cuts in CO2 emissions, partly as a response
to shareholder pressure (Bousso, 2017). While a smaller corporation in the industry, Neste,
was selected 2nd most sustainable company in the world on the 2018 Global 100 list due to
their development of biodiesel markets and sustainable mobility (Corporate Knights, 2018).
The approaches in the industry vary widely, however, with ExxonMobil being at the other
end of the spectrum, investing heavily in oil exploration and hoping to increase fossil fuel
output by 2025 (The Economist, 2019). But what does it mean for a company in the oil
industry to be sustainable today, let alone become truly sustainable in the future?
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Based on a survey completed by IPIECA2, 76% of responding companies in the oil and gas
industry utilise United Nations (UN) Sustainable Development Goals (SDG’s) in prioritising
sustainability issues and formulating sustainability goals (IPIECA, 2018). The UN SDG’s
are a set of 17 goals aimed to promote sustainable development and set global priorities for
2030, relying on the impact businesses can have in their value-creating role (United Nations
Global Compact & KPMG, 2015; IFC, UNDP, & IPIECA, 2017). Alongside SDG’s,
sustainable reporting standards such as GRI3 have become a rule rather than an exception,
with up to 83% of companies in the oil and gas industry following sustainable reporting
standards (IPIECA, 2018). In the long run, however, the winners will be businesses who are
able to integrate sustainability fully into their strategy and operations, enabling a structural
transformation towards sustainability, rather than slowing it down.
1.2. RESEARCH GAP
Sustainability is an interdisciplinary field of research, leaded by environmental economy,
environmental sciences and Earth sciences, receiving more and more attention from scholars
in management research and organisational studies, and becoming increasingly important
for business. Looking at management research, sustainability has been discussed both in
terms of strategy and operations. From the strategic point of view, research has been made
on the business case for sustainability (e.g. Steger, Ionescu-Somers, & Salzmann, 2007;
Aguinis & Glavas, 2012), determining drivers and barriers to change (e.g. Wright & Nyberg,
2017; Lozano, 2013) and witnessing the emergence of new business models (e.g. Bocken et
al., 2014; Geissdoerfer, Vladimirova, & Evans, 2018). From an operational side, sustainable
supply chain management and sourcing have received seemingly much attention, helping
businesses achieve operational efficiency in the name of sustainability (e.g. Geissdoerfer et
al., 2018; Magon et al., 2018). However, in the last years a new approach to system change
has also emerged, studying the systemic transformation that sustainability brings about
(Bansal, Kim, & Wood, 2018).
Having focused on the question whether companies should implement sustainable business
practices and engage in corporate social responsibility (CSR), there has been less discussion
on how businesses can become sustainable and enable a broader sustainability transition by
2

IPIECA is a global oil and gas industry association for advancing environmental and social performance.
The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) is an independent international organization providing standards for
sustainability reporting.
3
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transforming their own strategy and business model (Bansal, Kim, & Wood, 2018; Dyllick
& Muff, 2015; George et al., 2016). Boons et al. (2013) have suggested, that sustainable
business models can help bridge the gap between micro and macro level sustainability,
confirming the importance of perspective in enabling systematic change. This applies
especially well when looking beyond a win-win scenario, where trade-offs and conflicting
goals are an inevitable part of corporate decision making and sustainable business. Although
sustainable business models today are recognized as a prominent source of competitive
advantage and shared value creation, there is no agreement about the preferred or distinctive
features making one business model superior to another (Casadesus-Masanell & Ricart,
2010). There is also a lack of systematic comparative studies, assessing how companies have
solved industry wide sustainability issues through strategy and business model change
(Skjærseth & Skodvin, 2001).
As such, there seems to be a gap between sustainable business on a strategic, organisational
and operational level, and wider societal sustainability, failing to inform management
practice about businesses role in enabling sustainable development. This thesis will make
an attempt to address this gap by bringing together micro-level business sustainability with
macro-level industry and societal sustainability, studying businesses’ sustainability
transformation in the context of the oil industry as shown in Figure 1. The oil industry, as
one of the most polluting industries is currently evolving towards incremental or disruptive
transformation, with a lot of pressure from regulators and governance to reduce their GHG
emissions, while offering cleaner products and services to the markets.

13

Strategy, operations,
business models and
transformation in an era of
sustainability. How to tie
micro and macro level
development together,
which approaches work?

Poverty and economic
inequality, climate change.
What is the role of
business and management
research to help solve
societal challenges?

Grand challenges
Sustainability research

Legitimacy challenged
but essential to the
economy. How can oil
companies contribute to
solving societal
challenges without losing
competitive edge?
The oil industry

RESEARCH
GOAL &
OBJECTIVES

Figure 1. Motivations for the study.

1.3. RESEARCH GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this paper is to identify approaches for sustainable business transformation
by analysing the strategic pathways taken by four sustainability pioneers in the oil industry.
The basis of the study is Dyllick and Muff’s (2015) sustainable business typology, which
identifies 3 strategic shifts when a company moves from business as usual to truly
sustainable; each shift being associated with a wider perspective of value creation.
•

Phase 1 – Business as Usual; creating shareholder value based on a purely economic
view of the firm.

•

Phase 2 – Refined Shareholder Value; creating shareholder value while considering
sustainability concerns related to firm activities.

•

Phase 3 – Managing the Triple Bottom Line; creating broader stakeholder value by
including social and environmental values to core business practices.

•

Phase 4 – Truly Sustainable Business; creating value for the common good by
translating a sustainability challenge into a business opportunity, shifting perspective
from inside-out to outside-in.
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With fossil fuel companies facing changing market dynamics, valuable lessons can be
learned by analysing the strategies and business models of sustainability pioneers within the
industry. This paper will show how the strategy and business model changes with time and
level of sustainability, tying strategic and organisational changes together and assessing
businesses impact on wider system change. The paper will help understand the potential oil
companies have in accelerating change and contributing to a shift away from fossil fuels,
while remaining competitive or even gaining competitive advantage. To conduct the study,
the following research question is posed.
___________
RESEARCH
QUESTION
___________

How does the transformation from conventional to truly sustainable play
out in the oil industry in terms of strategy and business model change?

To achieve this goal, the research objectives are firstly, to do a literature review, and
secondly to build an understanding of the underlying theory of sustainable business in the
context of the research, namely the oil industry. To do this, an overview and analysis of the
oil industry is provided, followed by an overview of key concepts in the field of corporate
sustainability, sustainable strategy and business models, as well as business transformation.
Thirdly, the objective is to propose a research method for analysing strategy and business
model change over time, while also assessing sustainability outcomes of the chosen strategy.
Finally, the objective is to analyse chosen case companies individually and cross-compare,
to create a model for strategic transformation in the oil industry. The research approach and
each step in the research process are presented in Figure 2.
Considering practical contribution and relevance, the paper highlights alternative
sustainability strategies, producing a better understanding of how oil companies can
contribute to accelerating change and overcome challenges relating to the sustainability shift
at hand, in terms of strategy, organisation and operations. As such, the insights generated
allow managers to approach sustainability in a more integrated and holistic way.

15

Step 1: General literature review; build an understanding of
sustainability research to date and identify key concepts and
frameworks for the study.
Step 2: Analysis of the oil industry; build an understanding of
the oil industry in terms of industry dynamics and
sustainability practices today.
Step 3: Theoretical framework; present key concepts and
frameworks from research to date that will be used to build the
research framework.
Step 4: Research framework; create a research framework for
analysing case companies based on steps 2 and 3.
Select case companies.
Step 5: Analysis and results; analyse each case company
individually and compare approaches to map the approaches
for sustainable strategy and business model transformation in
the oil industry.

Figure 2. The research approach presented in a stepwise manner.

In terms of academic contribution or relevance, the paper identifies prevailing sustainability
strategies in the oil industry, an industry dominated by multinational corporations operating
with scarce natural resources, paving the road for further studies that can take sustainability
research to a new level, allowing academia to support management and businesses on the
transformation journey. Focusing on the oil industry is valuable, seen oil today is critical for
the global economy and oil is also a key source of pollution, escalating climate change.
1.4. LIMITATIONS AND SCOPE
This paper will focus on the transformation taken place in a specific industry; the oil industry,
and more specifically four companies considered industry forerunners. In terms of
generalization for theory building, more cases and empirical research are required as a main
goal for future research.
To limit the scope of this research, the full complexity of decision-making and strategy
cannot be accounted for. In terms of sustainability this means macroeconomic aspects cannot
be included in their full depth as well as factors related to the regulatory environment in
16

which companies operate. As such, important elements from the firm's external environment
may be simplified or overlooked. In reality these factors have the potential to steer behaviour
to one direction or another, either accelerating or slowing down transformation. The author
also recognizes that sustainable business involves complex trade-offs between firm internal
and external elements, interests of different stakeholders and the different areas of
sustainability. The paper will not take a stance on how companies should manage such
situations on a more detailed level, but rather showcase current best practices.
In terms of analysing the companies, it is important to note, that all businesses are different.
They have different backgrounds, ownership structures and cultures that form them, and
provide them with their unique dynamic capabilities and knowledge bases. This thesis
focuses on the level of strategy and business model, not going deeper into firm resources,
capabilities or operations. This limitation helps identify major shifts and changes, rather than
detailed tasks and activities that make up the daily operations.
1.5. STRUCTURE OF RESEARCH PAPER
After this introductory chapter, the structure of the paper continues as follows; chapter 2
starts by discussing the context of analysis, the oil sector, economy and sustainable
development. The concept of sustainability in the oil sector is discussed, giving an industry
overview and presenting key actors and activities, including drivers and barriers to change.
The aim is to present the operating environment today as well as meaning, purpose and goals
of sustainability for the oil sector at large.
Chapter 3 discusses the literature review, presenting research to date and important
theoretical frameworks, laying out the foundation for the research framework and analysis.
The chapter starts with discussing the emergence of sustainable business, and then moves on
to sustainable strategy and business models. Having established the development of current
academic approaches to sustainability, the chapter ends with discussing business
transformation. Chapter 4, that follows, presents the proposed research framework, built for
the research context of this thesis, sustainability transformation in the oil industry.
In chapter 5 the methodology is discussed, presenting the qualitative research design;
including choice of case companies, data collection and methods of analysis. Thereafter
chapter 6 follows with the case descriptions and analysis. For each case company the
development over the years will be analysed, identifying major shifts and changes in
17

sustainability approach. Having built the individual cases, discussion and cross-comparison
will allow to identify key similarities and differences, bringing about the key findings. The
findings are discussed in chapter 7, followed by a conclusion in chapter 8, including
implications for business and academia, limitations and suggestions for future research.
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2. OIL, THE ECONOMY AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
This section studies the main context of analysis, namely the oil industry. Oil is a driving
force of economic growth and industrial development, and at the same time one of the most
legitimacy-challenged industries in today’s corporate landscape. In this chapter an
introduction to the oil industry will be provided, discussing why the world is so dependent
on oil and highlighting current forces of transformation. Having established the role of oil,
the concept of sustainability in the oil industry will be discussed, drawing on current
practices, including the main barriers and drivers of change.
2.1. THE OIL INDUSTRY: COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT AND MARKET DYNAMICS
The oil industry has a long history, with the first commercial operations taking place in the
mid-19th century (Partanen, Paloheimo, & Waris, 2015). With time, refining has developed,
creating new use cases for oil and its by-products. Combined with industrialisation and the
growth of the automobile industry, the oil industry has grown, strengthening its position as
an important global energy source (Clews, 2016). Today, oil alone satisfies more than 30%
of global energy demand (BP, 2018) and oil also serves other industries and applications,
being an important raw material in many commonly used products (Clews, 2016; Partanen,
Paloheimo, & Waris, 2015). Oil has helped our modern-day society to grow and prosper,
becoming essential to global economic activities, but what is oil?
Oil is a hydrocarbon; an organic compound consisting of carbon and hydrogen. Essentially,
oil is densely packed energy that can be conveniently used by a number of industries;
meaning oil and its by-products have several use cases. Looking at daily life, oil is the basis
for fossil fuels like gasoline, diesel and kerosene. Oil is also widely used as a feedstock in
the petrochemical industry, being used for lubricants, solvents, plastics, asphalt and roofing,
just to name a few (Viswanathan, 2017; Partanen, Paloheimo, & Waris, 2015).
Being so central to the global economy, the development and changes in the oil industry are
strongly connected with wider energy, logistics, automotive and petrochemical markets. As
shown in Figure 3 (Statista, 2019a), the leading sectors in terms of oil demand in the OECD
countries in 2017 were transportation (including road, rail, water and air transport),
petrochemicals and the residential/commercial/agricultural sector. With more than 90% of
the transportation sector relying on oil-based fossil fuels (IPIECA, 2016), it is no surprise
19

that our economy today has come to depend on oil. More than that, given the multiple use
cases, basically all countries in the world are dependent on oil in one way or another.

Leading oil demanding sectors worldwide 2017
Other industry

11.21 %

Rail & domestic waterways

1.69 %

Electricity generation

2.33 %

Marine bunkers

3.38 %

Aviation

7.82 %

Residential/commercial/agricultural

9.09 %

Petrochemicals

14.38 %

Road

50.11 %
0.00

10.00

20.00

30.00

40.00

50.00

60.00

SHARE OF WORLDWIDE DEMAND IN %

Figure 3. World oil demand in OECD countries according to sector in 2017 (Statista, 2019a).

Value chain activities in the oil industry can be categorized under 3 main phases: 1)
upstream, in other words exploration and production; 2) midstream, referring to operations
connecting oil fields with population centres, such as processing, transportation and storage;
and 3) downstream, including refining, marketing and sales (Clews, 2016). Businesses can
engage in one or more of these phases, with upstream operations being riskier compared to
mid- and downstream operations. Apart from that, however, oil is a very capital-intensive
business throughout the value-chain, requiring long-term planning and investments.
Considering the competitive environment and market dynamics, commodities are often
considered to be perfectly competitive. The oil market, however, is not completely free, with
the largest producers controlling market policies and supply through OPEC, the
Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC, 2019). With oil reserves being
strategically important from both an economic and geopolitical perspective, the market is
influenced by national policies and state interference, taking on oligopolistic characteristics,
and in midstream projects such as pipelines, even monopolistic ones (Clews, 2016).
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Looking at the most powerful organisations operating in the industry, there are two main
categories. Firstly, integrated oil companies such as BP, Exxon Mobile, Shell or Total, in
other words vertically integrated international corporations that operate in all sectors of the
industry. Secondly, there is a growing power of state-owned companies, where the state is a
majority owner or in other ways influences strategy, including companies such as Saudi
Aramco, PetroChina, Statoil and Rosneft (Clews, 2016). Alongside oil majors, independent
service- and utility companies, as well as chemical companies such as Dow Chemicals or
BASF also have seemingly high market power.
With the oil industry maturing, companies across the different sectors will have to compete
harder for market share, pushing innovation and technological development. To meet
demand and achieve higher production levels, companies today engage in increasingly risky
and costly operations, extracting oil from conventional and unconventional reserves. This
has become possible with the help of technological advancements such as deep-water and
horizontal drilling, and hydraulic fracturing. By utilizing new production techniques, shale
oil, tight oil and oil sands have become valuable resources, diversifying the global oil
reserves (Okunade, n.d.), while also growing the environmental concerns related to upstream
operations.
2.2. MAIN TRENDS AND PRESSURES SHAPING THE OIL INDUSTRY
Based on current trends, the pressure of a maturing market seems to result in growing state
influence and an increase in mergers and acquisitions, as well as industry collaboration
(Handscomb, Sheeren, & Woxholth, 2016; Brogan, 2018). Looking at currently known oil
reserves, more than 80% are located in less than 10 countries, with leading countries being
Venezuela, Saudi Arabia, Canada, Iran and Iraq as shown in Figure 4 (Statista, 2019b). Such
an imbalance between importing and exporting countries leads to uncertainties in oil supply,
once peak-oil starts influencing price development.
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Global oil reserves - share of leading countries 2017
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Figure 4. Distribution of global oil reserves in 2017, by country (Statista, 2019b).

Peak-oil refers to the time when global production levels of oil reach a maximum, followed
by a decline. According to estimates by BP, current global oil reserves are sufficient to meet
around 50 years of demand at 2017 production levels (BP, 2018). Up until now, however,
demand has grown steadily from year to year (Statista, 2019c). Looking at today’s peak-oil
estimates, they fall in the window of 2020-2040 depending on author, highlighting the
difficulty in predicting the market dynamics (Partanen, Paloheimo, & Waris, 2015; IEA,
2018; OPEC, 2018a). Moreover, oil reserves are hard to estimate, as technological
breakthroughs and investments in exploration have potential to reveal new reserves
(Viswanathan, 2017). Oil, nonetheless, is a non-renewable resource, referring to the fact that
we use oil at a far more rapid pace than it takes for oil to form, eventually leading to a
weakening supply (Viswanathan, 2017).
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Brent crude oil price annually 1976-2019
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Figure 5. Average annual Brent crude oil price from 1976 to 2019 in U.S. dollars per barrel (Statista,
2019d).

As shown in Figure 5, price fluctuations in the 21st century (Statista, 2019d), combined with
an increasing concern about climate, has raised discussion about the need to transition to a
low-carbon economy, less dependent on fossil fuels, such as oil. The concern is valid, with
risks growing as the economy depends on an increasingly volatile market for fossil fuels.
The witnessed price fluctuations predict an end to cheap energy from oil. Coupled with
population and economic growth, it is not a question of the world running out of oil, but
rather a question of affordability (Partanen, Paloheimo, & Waris, 2015; Benes, et al., 2012).
The price fluctuations bear impacts on other industries, such as food, directly influencing
purchasing power and the welfare of nations. Figure 6 shows the relationship of oil and food
prices in today’s markets. For oil importing countries such a relationship is unsustainable in
the long run, increasing the need for alternative solutions.
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Food and oil prices, 2000-2019
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Figure 6. Food and oil prices, 2000-2019 (The U.S. Energy Information Administration, 2019; The
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 2019).

In recent years the oil industry itself has reacted to the changing market dynamics, raising
conservation and the search for alternative sources of fuel to satisfy the demand for energy
to key business themes (Clews, 2016). To understand the concept of sustainability from the
oil industry’s perspective, and how sustainability impacts business strategy, the next section
will discuss sustainability more in detail, presenting key activities, drivers and barriers to
change.
2.3. OIL IN A SUSTAINABLE ECONOMY
To help companies in the oil industry navigate through the energy transition and contribute
to global climate actions, industry associations such as IPIECA and the Oil and Gas Climate
Initiative (OGCI) have been established. IPIECA works to improve environmental and social
performance in the oil and gas sector, whereas OGCI is a CEO-led initiative, aimed to
improve industry collaboration in addressing climate change, with the objective to reach
global net zero emissions in the future (OGCI, 2018). IPIECA and OGCI build on the same
key assumptions; that oil and gas companies are key to reducing global emissions and
securing energy supply (IPIECA, 2016; OGCI, 2018). The industry in other words faces a
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dual challenge, which leads to companies taking different approaches is solving these
challenges and prioritising between them.
Considering the drivers and barriers of corporate sustainability, referring to the aim of
creating long-term value by incorporating social and environmental dimensions to doing
business, it is important to consider sector-specific characteristics impacting the business
case. Several studies show that the oil and gas industry consider environmental issues most
important, indicating that the issues related to environmental sustainability can impact
business performance significantly, and that stakeholder demands in the industry relate to
environmental sustainability (Steger, Ionescu-Somers, & Salzmann, 2007). Nonetheless,
scholars also recognize, that for industries such as oil and gas, the trade-offs between
conflicting aspects of corporate sustainability often present the largest barrier to change, in
some cases hindering adaptation of win-win solutions. Moreover, climate strategies are
found to be linked to the political context rather than the companies themselves, highlighting
the state involvement in the sector (Skjærseth & Skodvin, 2001).
Studies mapping specific drivers of environmental or sustainability change commonly
separate between internal and external factors. The most important internal drivers are found
to be leadership and the business case for sustainability, strongly suggesting economic
rational is directing environmental activities. The most important external drivers, on the
other hand, are reputation, stakeholder demands and expectations, and regulation and
legislation (Lozano, 2013). These drivers are all linked with the mandate to operate and
manage change, indicating businesses aim to prepare for future changes in the operating
environment, such as tightening climate policy or resource scarcity, and satisfy the needs of
investors.
Policy changes that could influence business performance in the oil industry significantly,
include tightened carbon pricing schemes, increased carbon taxes, restrictions on emissions
and removal of subsidies (Kunreuther, et al., 2014; IEA, 2019). All of these measures would
raise the cost of emitting, changing the cost structure of polluting businesses and making
them financially less attractive. Today’s carbon majors possess fossil fuel reserves that if
used will amplify anthropogenic climate change, raising the question of unburnable carbon
and tightened corporate responsibility. Through unburnable carbon businesses could be
encouraged to take low-emission pathways or even rewarded for leaving fossil fuel reserves
untouched (Budinis, et al., 2017). The question of responsibility, on the other hand, would
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make businesses accountable for their emissions. According to Heede (2014), the traditional
economic paradigm of doing business has made climate matters the responsibility of nations
or regions rather than individual emitters. Responsibility, however, can be understood in
other ways and be placed back on emitters. Internalizing externalities related to fossil fuels
would allow products to more accurately reflect the true cost of production and consumption,
ideally creating market-based incentives for moving away from fossil fuels and make more
sustainable alternatives price competitive (Gollier & Tirole, 2015). All in all, the discussion
and policy change we see today projects that costs of emitting will grow in the future.
The oil industry seems to recognize the importance of environmental issues for industry
performance and future industry development, nonetheless, different strategic approaches
exist, ranging from minimum commitment to proactive environmental agendas. On one end
of the spectrum we see companies such as ExxonMobile (The Economist, 2019), aiming to
exploit oil reserves as long as it is economically viable, investing heavily in upstream
exploration. On the other end we see companies such as Neste, shifting strategic focus away
from fossil fuels, being lifted as a benchmark not just for competitors, but also for other
industries (Corporate Knights, 2018). The difference between these strategic approaches,
referring to why companies choose a specific strategy, what activities that entails and how
they implement it, may simply be a sense of social responsibility and orientation in time,
resulting in symbolic versus substantive efforts, or put differently, impact & effect versus
communication (Skjærseth & Skodvin, 2001). However, seen the dynamics of the industry,
the difference may also stem from interpreting future prospects and business opportunities
in different ways.
Looking at the main activities to combat climate change, the oil industry activities follow
UN SDG’s closely (IFC, UNDP, & IPIECA, 2017). Industry associations have been
important for setting common standards and linking the industry with international
organizations such as the UN. For example, IPIECA has been involved in creating an atlas
to guide the industry participants in implementing SDG’s and relating these activities to core
business. Two of the 17 SDG’s outlined by UN, are highlighted in relation to managing the
energy transition and sustainability shift. Firstly, goal 7, affordable and clean energy, and
secondly goal 13, climate action.
According to IPIECA the integration of sustainability to core business enhances the
industry’s social license to operate and global recognition. Core business refers to company
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policies, reporting, project due diligence, risk and opportunity assessment, planning,
stakeholder interaction and R&D. The value of proactive engagement and collaboration with
stakeholders, adopting a multi-stakeholder approach and sharing information is also
emphasized (IFC, UNDP, & IPIECA, 2017; IPIECA, 2016).
Concrete activities revolve around reducing net-emissions by finding low-emission
pathways with the help of operational efficiency and new energy sources, as well as
developing carbon sinks that take up emissions. There is also a buzz around climate
resilience, meaning companies should assess their ability to cope with climate impacts and
mitigate risks involved. IPIECA recommends planning for a net-zero future by increasing
the share of renewables in the energy mix, engaging in R&D cooperation to speed up
technological development, directing investments towards cleaner alternatives and
upgrading infrastructure (IFC, UNDP, & IPIECA, 2017; IPIECA, 2016).
Many of these actions rely on operational efficiency and developing the production
processes throughout the value chain to a more sustainable direction. From this point of view
technological advancements, such as developing carbon capture, utilization and storage
solutions (CCUS), represent the most impactful path (McGlade, 2019). Improving the
sustainability of fossil fuels is not enough, however, companies also need to prepare for an
energy transition; changing energy mix, reducing the use of fossil fuels and investing in
alternative energy sources (OECD & IEA, 2018; OPEC, 2018b). The IPCC has specified,
that companies should pursue two strategic approaches in tackling climate change; namely
adaptation and mitigation, with the two being complementary rather than exclusive (IPCC,
2013). Climate adaptation involves measures aimed at preparing for impacts of climate
change, in other words developing an understanding of the risks and potential threats in the
operating environment and reduce exposure to these, as well as seeing new opportunities to
exploit. Mitigation on the other hand involves minimizing climate impacts of operations,
and in this manner build climate-resilience and contribute to meeting the goals for
sustainable development.
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2.4. SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 2
As discussed in chapter 2, the oil industry is in the midst of transformation, facing
uncertainties and increased pressure stemming from wider societal challenges, a changing
operating environment and envisioning energy transitions. Figure 7 summarizes the main
pressures and trends shaping the oil industry and sustainability efforts pursued by companies.
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Figure 7. Main pressures and trends shaping the oil company.
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3. SUSTAINABILITY AND THE FIRM: LITERATURE REVIEW
This section reviews the to date literature on sustainability and the firm, building a theoretical
foundation for the study. The concept of sustainable business is continuously evolving, with
increased awareness and concern resulting in a more widespread adaptation of sustainable
business practices. This shift towards sustainability relates to all levels of the firm; including
strategy, organisation and operations. To build a research framework for the study, key
literature, concepts and frameworks in the field of sustainable business will be discussed. As
this paper focuses on the transformation from business as usual to truly sustainable, the
development of sustainable business as a concept and resulting business model change is at
the core of the discussion. To start, the concept of sustainable business will be introduced,
discussing how sustainability has emerged from the 1970’s, when Milton Friedman defined
the social responsibility of business being an increase in profits (Friedman, 1970), to today
when more and more firms are engaging in corporate philanthropy and environmentalism.
After this, the focus will move to strategy, sustainable business models and business
transformation, basing the discussion on Dyllick and Muff’s (2015) typology of business
sustainability.
3.1. THE EMERGENCE OF SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS
The traditional paradigm for doing business is profit and growth, in other words maximizing
financial returns while seeking to externalize costs where possible, sometimes at the expense
of society. This business paradigm and human life as it is, was first challenged in 1972 in a
report called The Limits to Growth (Meadows et al., 1972). The report challenged the
prevailing idea of unlimited resources and growth, proposing a no-growth model as an
answer. Seen that eradicating poverty requires growth and economic development, the idea
of sustainable development was later introduced, with the most commonly accepted
definition of sustainable development being the one proposed by the Brundtland report in
1987; “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs” (WCED, 1987, chap. 2.4. para. 1).
There have been several other attempts to define the concept of sustainability and sustainable
development, with the common attribute being the limitation of our planets resources and
the need to find balance between the carrying capacity of the planets ecosystem and the
impacts of human created economic and social systems (Chang, et al., 2017). Sustainable
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development is on the agenda of national and international political regimes, but it cannot
be achieved without businesses, as businesses are the source of economic activity and play
a vital role in achieving change. With this understanding, sustainability research has become
increasingly important, trying to comprehend the relationship between sustainability and the
firm in all of its complexities.
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Figure 8. The evolution of business sustainability in management research. Authors elaboration
based on literature reviewed presented in section 3.1.
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Considering the evolution of sustainability in management research, the field has gained
depth over the years, being the construct of continuously developing concepts and definitions
(Montiel & Delgado-Ceballos, 2014). Concepts such as “corporate citizen”, “business
ethics” and “corporate social responsibility” have formed the basis for ethical arguments for
business sustainability (Bowen, 1953; Davis, 1960; Carroll, 1979; Friedman, 1970). The
introduction of sustainable development has helped frame businesses’ role in contributing to
common societal goals (WCED, 1987; Bansal, 2005). Whereas organisational theories for
conceptualizing corporate sustainability, including stakeholder theory, institutional theory
and the resource-based-view have provided the business case for sustainability, portraying
sustainability through the lens of strategic management (Hart, 1995; Barney, 1991;
DiMaggio, 1983; Freeman & Evan, 1990). Wishing to improve accountability, regulatory
frameworks and reporting standards based on the triple bottom line have emerged, taking
business sustainability to a more integrated and holistic direction (Elkington, 1998). With
the main research focus in the 1990’s and early 2000’s having been on sustainable strategy,
focus has thereafter shifted towards sustainable business models and shared value creation
(Bocken et al., 2014; Casadesus-Masanell & Ricart, 2010; Dyllick & Muff, 2015).
Looking at the business paradigm today, firms have come far from the traditional view of
operating solely based on financial interests, adopting corporate social responsibility (CSR)
practices and being called to more actively help society solve global problems by adopting
new practises and innovating for a greener and more fair future. Today, engaging in
sustainable business practises traditionally means adopting the triple bottom line principle
of accounting and conducting business. The triple bottom line concept was first introduced
by Elkington (1998) and suggests that sustainable business is the result of three intersecting
areas of sustainability, or three pillars on which sustainability is built on, namely economic,
social and environmental sustainability.
Economic sustainability refers to the ability to run a financially sound business, capable to
generate long-term benefits and ensure business continuity. Social sustainability refers to
activities aimed at promoting equality, fairness and democratic treatment within the reach of
the organisation, ensuring current and future generations have the skills and possibility to
lead a fair life. Environmental sustainability includes responsible use of natural resources,
in other words consuming resources at an inferior pace than they are generated and engaging
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in activities aimed at reducing environmental harm and burden, such as decreasing waste
and emissions generated from business operations (Magon et al., 2018).
Considering the business case of sustainability, scholars have argued whether sustainability
enhances firm financial performance since the introduction of CSR. Results have been
varying, however, there is seemingly strong evidence supporting the link between
sustainable business practices and firm reputation as well as long-term financial viability
and business contingency (Aguinis & Glavas, 2012). Long-term viability is important, but
with today’s short-term incentives hard to realise. This conflict of interest has at times led to
unorthodox practices and it has been argued that firms may engage in “symbolic rather than
genuine CSR actions and policies whereby firms may appear to engage in CSR, but these
initiatives are simply intended to appease stakeholder demands or meet the minimum
requirements of standards” (Aguinis & Glavas, 2012, p. 941). Considering the drivers of
business rarely go in line with the drivers of societal change, scholars have also asked
whether the business of a company should be to solve societal problems (Wright & Nyberg,
2017). These observations are valid, seeing business sustainability efforts until now have not
reflected in studies monitoring the state of planet Earth (IPCC, 2013)
3.2. FROM SUSTAINABLE STRATEGY TO SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS MODELS
To identify genuine sustainability and assess the firm’s level of sustainability, analysing its
strategy and business model becomes important. The distinction between strategy and
business model, as well as the relationship between them, is, however, not always easy to
make. According to Porter, strategy is the creation of the firm’s competitive position,
involving different type of activities (Porter, 1996). Caves and Ghemawat further state that
strategy comprises of committed choices made my management (Ghemawat, 1991). By
these definitions’ strategy is the upper level plan management creates to achieve a goal. In
their paper Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart (2010) have simplified it by stating that strategy
is the choice of business model, whereas the business model refers to the logic of the firm
and its value creating activities. The business model in other words represents the concrete
choices of how the firm should compete and create value for its stakeholders, linking the
strategy to concrete organizational arrangements.
Already in 1995 Hart predicted that new concepts of strategy would have to emerge for
businesses to gain competitive advantage and cope with challenges created by the natural
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environment and depleting natural resources. In his paper “A natural-resource-based view
of the firm” Hart (1995) builds on the resource-based theory of the firm, linking it with
constraints posed by the natural environment. According to Hart (1995), firms can pursue
three interconnected strategies for managing environmental sustainability and obtaining
sustained competitive advantage; 1) pollution prevention, 2) product stewardship and 3)
sustainable development (see Table 1). Reflecting back on current trends in the oil industry,
these three strategies fall well in line with IPCC (2013) recommendation to pursue strategies
of adaptation and mitigation to contribute to work against climate change. Pollution
prevention and product stewardship both serve as strategies to build competitive advantage
through mitigation, addressing the direct and indirect costs of polluting throughout the
lifecycle. Sustainable development on the other hand refers to the firm future position, being
able to build competitive advantage by growing sustainably. Another concept linking the
natural environment with the traditional paradigm of business is natural capitalism. It is
based on the understanding that the ratio of people to natural resources has changed
dramatically since the first industrial revolution, meaning business has adopt a new
economic paradigm to stay profitable and competitive in the long run, namely natural
capitalism, which integrates economic and ecological goals (Lovins, Lovins, & Hawken,
1999).

Strategic capability

Environmental driving force

Key resource

Competitive
advantage

Pollution prevention

Minimize emissions, effluents
and waste

Continuous
improvement

Lower costs

Product stewardship

Minimize life-cycle costs of
products

Stakeholder
integration

Pre-empt
competitors

Sustainable
development

Minimize environmental
burden of firm growth and
development

Shared vision

Future position

Table 1. Three interconnected strategies for managing environmental sustainability and obtaining
sustainable competitive advantage. Based on Hart (1995).
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The three strategies proposed by Hart (1995) and the concept of natural capitalism reflect
modern day sustainability research fairly well, serving as a gateway to sustainable business
models. Following the integration of social and environmental concerns to business
practices, new and more sustainable business models have emerged. Sustainable business
models are today seen as a prominent source of competitive advantage, and although the
area of sustainable business models is new and established theories are lacking, several
attempts to frame dominant approaches have been made. According to the definition by
Geissdoerfer et al. (2018) a sustainable business model allows the company to incorporate
pro-active and multi-stakeholder management, as well as create monetary and non-monetary
value for a broad range of stakeholders and hold a long-term perspective. In literature
sustainable business models are additionally described based on different subcategories,
archetypes and strategies for sustainability, such as systems thinking, bottom of the pyramid
or circularity (Bocken et al., 2014).
Literature provides several concepts of the business model; including but not limited to
Osterwalder and Pigneur’s (2010) business model canvas, Teece’s (2010; 2018)
organisational architecture through which companies convert resources and capabilities to
economic value, and Zott and Amit’s (2010) activity-based perspective. To conceptualise
the business model, this paper will follow the example by Bocken et al. (2014), defining the
business model through three main elements; 1) the firms value proposition, 2) the activities
creating and delivering value, and 3) the value capturing activities. The benefit of this
approach, is that it is based on a wide range of literature, consolidating the different elements
of the business model. The value proposition is concerned with the value a company delivers
through its product or service offering, and it can be measured in economic, social and/or
environmental terms. Value creation and delivery refers to all the activities and resources
used to create value, including partners and technologies. Value capture deals with the
revenue model, in other hands how the company earns from its activities.
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Figure 9. Conceptualization of the business model. Based on Bocken et al. 2014.

Having divided the business model into elements of value, the determinants of sustainable
value should be considered. Hart and Milstein (2003) propose a two-dimensional framework
for analysing sustainable value based on creative tensions faced by companies. The first
dimension is time, accounting for the need to manage today's business performance while
planning for tomorrow. The second dimension considers the tension between internal and
external, where companies need to balance between protecting the core business and being
open to new opportunities. According to the authors (Hart & Milstein, 2003) global
sustainability is complex and multi-dimensional, which means businesses must address a
broad set of sustainability drivers, on all dimensions of sustainable value creation.
Research from operations management supports this view, suggesting sustainable business
in its most effective form is reflected throughout the organisation, in its operations, culture
and management practices. According to Magon et al. (2018) internal sustainability
practices, nonetheless, work as prime determinants and prime mediators in firm
sustainability performance. The authors suggest that “internal sustainability practices are
directly linked to other more prevalent internal management practices that contribute to
enhanced performance”, moreover, it is suggested, that a “strong commitment to internal
sustainability practices are a prerequisite to the deployment of external sustainability
practices” (Magon et al., 2018, p. 110).
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3.3. BECOMING SUSTAINABLE: BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION
By analysing the strategy and business model it is possible to establish how a company
competes in the marketplace, with key outcomes being the value created and the competitive
advantage obtained. When the industry or marketplace sees structural changes (such as those
arising from natural resource depletion), companies may see the need to change their strategy
to adapt to new market dynamics (Porter, 1996).
In an attempt to capture the development of sustainable business models, Geissdoerfer et al.
(2018) suggested a model for comparing traditional business models to sustainable ones, by
illustrating the development of the business processes as operations become more
sustainable (see Figure 10). In this case an increased level of sustainability is characterized
by the firm first integrating solutions for sustainability (e.g. sustainable value creation, multistakeholder approach and extending the time-perspective) to progressively implementing
principles of circularity. Sustainability is integrated stepwise, starting from incremental
changes which are relatively easy to implement, moving on to more complex and significant
changes, requiring development of new processes or technologies and a shift in strategy and
business model.

Figure 10. Comparison of traditional, sustainable, and circular business models. Based on
Geissdoerfer et al. (2018).
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Dyllick and Muff (2015) have suggested a typology for sustainable business transformation,
moving from business as usual to truly sustainable through three distinct stages as presented
in Figure 11. The starting point is a company operating based on the economic paradigm,
pursuing purely economic values such as profit and market share. To become more
sustainable the business first adopts the concept of refined shareholder value, understanding
that environmental and social concerns pose economic risks as well as new opportunities for
the business. These are incremental changes driven by economic rational and creating
shareholder value.
The following step is managing the triple bottom line, whereby value creation is extended to
include a broader range of stakeholders and concerns. At this stage environmental and social
issues are addressed through well-defined goals and programs, making sustainability a more
credible business topic, integrating it to business functions and enabling the company to
measure and report on progress and achievements. At this stage business activities are
aligned with sustainable development goals, communicating how the company is
contributing to common good. The perspective, however, is still inside-out, which means
business activities define the commitment to sustainable development.

Strategic
shift
Strategic
shift
Strategic
shift

Business as Usual
Creating
shareholder value
based on a purely
economic view of
the firm.

Refined
Shareholder
Value
Creating
shareholder value
while considering
sustainability
concerns related to
firm activities.

Managing the
Triple Bottom
Line
Creating broader
stakeholder value
by including social
and environmental
values to core
business practices.

Truly Sustainable
Business
Creating value for
the common good
by translating a
sustainability
challenge into a
business
opportunity,
shifting perspective
from inside-out to
outside-in.

Level of sustainability increases___

Figure 11. Transformation from business as usual to truly sustainable. Based on the sustainable
business typology by Dyllick and Muff (2015)
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At the final stage, which Dyllick and Muff (2015) call true sustainability, business activities
are based on translating sustainability challenges into business opportunities. At this stage
the perspective changes from inside-out to outside-in, whereby external sustainability
challenges determine the strategic approach, meaning there is a shift from minimizing
negative externalities to creating positive ones. Focusing on the strategic shifts, the model
assess transformation from 3 aspects; firstly, what concerns drive business strategy,
secondly, what for is value created, and thirdly, how are new business opportunities realized
in terms of organisational perspective.
3.4. SUMMARY OF CHAPTER 3
As discussed in chapter 3, the concept of business sustainability has developed over the
years, building on ethical, societal, strategic and regulatory grounds, and growing in
complexity as deeper integration of sustainability has resulted in responsible strategy, and
new and more sustainable business models. In literature, business transformation and the
different approaches to sustainable value creation have been considered based on
recognizing and realizing opportunities or solutions for sustainability, and the businesses
perspective towards value creation. Businesses are seen to face tensions on different
dimensions of decision making, including the firm internal and external environment, as well
as the timeline of planning, having to balance between competing opportunities.
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4. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK
This chapter brings together findings from chapters 2 and 3 in order to lay out a research
framework. With current knowledge, it is clear that firm specific sustainability approaches
and resulting business transformations in the oil industry are a result of events and pressures
in the firm internal and external environment. As shown in Figure 12 there is a connection
between the micro and macro level events, in terms of how societal and industry level
changes and pressures translate into business, and in turn, how business stewardship can
bring about change in the industry and society at large.

SOCIETY:
Growing demand, peak
oil, changing energy
policies, geopolitical
tensions.
INDUSTRY:
Increased market
uncertainty, exploration
risks and volatility of
prices.

COMPANY:
Range of activities,
capabilities and
resources; interpretating
& translating pressures
into opportunities and
new business practices.

Figure 12. Connecting micro and macro level factors contributing to sustainability transformation.
Authors elaboration.

For companies in the oil industry, there are changes on both societal and industry level
driving sustainability transformation. From a societal point of view, population and
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economic growth increase demand, while changing energy policies and geopolitical tensions
create a tightened operating environment. Combined with growing concern for climate, the
long-term viability of a fossil fuel-based economy has been questioned. On an industrial
level, the societal developments combined with fear for peak-oil, create market uncertainties
in form of price volatility and growing financial and environmental risks.
To analyze how the individual firm’s strategy and business model changes with time and
level of sustainability and understand how the case companies have translated sustainability
into business, the following research framework is proposed:

Level of sustainability
3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0

Time
TRADE-OFFS
PRESSURES & CHALLENGES
among competing
posed by a changing operating
or alternative strategies
environment

OPPORTNITIES
posed by a changing
operating environment

Figure 13. Proposed research framework.
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The framework aims to capture the transformation from business as usual to truly
sustainable, as suggested by Dyllick and Muff (2015), while accounting for the complexity
of firm decision making in a changing operating environment and highlighting the possibility
of seemingly different approaches. As such, the proposed research framework allows firms
to engage in activities reflecting various levels of sustainability simultaneously, assuming
the strategic shifts along the way are gradually implemented, rather than clear steps. Tradeoffs deriving from firm specific choices, as well as the firm’s interpretation of changes in
the operating environment are key to understanding how a specific firm has built the business
case for sustainability, transformed and become a sustainability pioneer. For this reason,
reflecting firm development against the changes in its operating environment will be
important.
To analyze sustainability transitions, Hofmann (2019) has used an approach to
systematically review the business model according to the business case for sustainability
(why should it be done), the activities of value creation and the product/service offering
(what should be done), and the core principles of implementing sustainability into daily
business (how should it be done). This same approach will be employed in this study. The
strategic shifts and the building blocks for the firm’s current approach to business
sustainability will be identified by paying attention to the business case for sustainability, in
other words why sustainability is pursued, and the activities and means of implementation
involved. Having analysed the development over time, business sustainability in terms of
strategy and business model can be established, identifying the value proposition and the
firm specific activities for creating and capturing sustainable value.
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5. METHODOLOGY
This chapter introduces the research methodology; including research approach, sample,
data collection and method of analysis. The main approach of the study is qualitative;
primarily relying on qualitative data, while also incorporating quantitative data in form of
sustainability scores, and analysing multiple cases to ensure research quality.
5.1. RESEARCH APPROACH
To conduct the study a qualitative research approach was considered most appropriate. A
qualitative study focuses on understanding things in their natural settings, starting from the
meaning ascribed to a problem, then describing and interpreting it, followed by the
contribution and call for change (Creswell, 2013). Qualitative research as such fosters “new
ways of seeing”, allowing one to challenge existing theories and bring light on new
directions of research (Bansal, Smith, & Vaara, 2018). With increasingly complex problems
being studied, such as the grand challenge of climate change, management scholars have
begun to more and more adopt qualitative methods of research, with editors of highly
considered journals encouraging this (Bansal, Smith, & Vaara, 2018).
Seen the context of study is companies in the oil industry, one of the most legitimacy
challenged sectors, which also has tremendous potential to enable change, qualitative
research will help build an understanding of occurring sustainability transformation, taking
an inductive rather than a deductive approach. According to Nedkarni et al. (2018) inductive
theorizing based on qualitative data is particularly well suited for new or understudied areas
of research, such as the topic at hand, studying business in the face of grand challenges and
competing interests.
As a method of analysis, longitudinal content analysis is used. In content analysis a choice
of automated or manual processing is possible. For this thesis manual analysis is selected as
the preferred method, as it enables the researcher to observe latent information and concepts,
which could not be measured by one or more predefined indicators (Neuendorf, 2002). The
process of analysis follows an approach of categorizing text based on type of information
and frequency, where after the data is summarized in tables according to year. In defining
the type of information looked for, this thesis follows the approach of Hofmann (2019),
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systematically looking for 1) why the company engages in sustainability, 2) what activities
the business engages and 3) how the business implements sustainability to daily operations.
5.2. SAMPLE
To select case companies, a strategy of purposeful sampling is seen most appropriate.
Purposeful sampling is widely used in qualitative research when trying to identify cases rich
in information relevant to the research objective (Patton, 2002). As stated earlier, the aim of
this study is to analyse sustainability pioneers in the oil industry over time, which means the
basis for selection should be criteria that assess the firm’s level of sustainability today in an
objective way and allows comparison among peers, essentially including only sustainability
forerunners in the sample.
To compile the sample, 3rd party sustainability rankings and scorings are seen as the most
objective mean of assessing firm level of sustainability. Not to rely on only one method of
scoring, scores from CSRhub, CDP and Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI) are used to
select case companies in the oil industry. Moreover, all companies selected for the study
follow GRI sustainability reporting standards (GRI, 2019), enabling easier cross-company
comparison. The process of purposeful sampling is presented in Figure 14.

Step 1
CSRhub
Companies
with an overall
score above 60
operating in
"oil and gas
extraction" or
"petroleum
refineries"

Step 2
CDP
Find CDP
climate change
ratings for all
companies
selected,
narrow sample
down by
including only
A-level ratings.

Step 3
DJSI
Cross check
companies
against DJSI
world 2018 list
and exclude
companies that
are not on the
list.

Final sample of
4 sustainability
pioneers;
Neste
Galp Energia
OMV
Total

Figure 14. Process of purposeful sampling, resulting in 4 case companies.
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CSRhub overall score
CSRHub provides data on corporate social responsibility and sustainability based on four
main areas; employee, environment, community and governance. The areas are divided into
a total of 12 subcategories. The data is aggregated by CSRhub and collected from various
sources (e.g. ESG datasets from known analysts and research firms, indexes, publications,
NGO’s and government agencies), aiming to remove bias and inconsistencies (CSRHub,
2019a).
CSRhub provides data on monthly basis. For the selection of the sample, the overall score
for January 2019 is considered for firms operating in the industries “Oil and gas extraction”
and “Petroleum refineries”. The overall score is based on a weighted average of the category
scores, in this case using the “Average user” -profile weights; 2.6 for community, 2.8 for
employees, 3.7 for environment and 2.9 for governance (CSRHub, 2019b). Firms scoring 60
or above are included in the sampling process.

CDP climate change score
CDP is a non-profit organisation, formerly known as the Carbon Disclosure Project. Today
it manages a comprehensive collection of environmental data and a global disclosure system
which allows companies, cities, states and regions to follow and manage their environmental
impacts (CDP, 2019a). The data is self-reported on a voluntary basis and analysed by CDP,
which means the companies themselves provide the data and CDP analyses and assesses it.
The CDP climate change score is specifically calculated for assessing a company's progress
towards environmental stewardship. The score reflects the level of detail and completeness
of provided data, as well as the company's awareness of climate issues, its management
methods and the action it has taken to stop climate change. For the purpose of this study
only companies with A-level scores for 2018 are considered, as an A-level score requires
significant environmental performance by the company (CDP, 2019b) .

DJSI World 2018
As a last criterion, the selected companies are cross compared to the companies making it to
the Dow Jones Sustainability World Index (DJSI World) 2018 list. The index provides global
sustainability benchmarks, tracking stock performance of leading firms in terms of
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sustainability. It comprises of the top 10% most sustainable market caps per industry, based
on companies’ sustainability scores (RobecoSAM, 2019). With this criterion, 4 firms were
selected to the final sample; Neste, Galp Energia, OMV and Total. Table 2 summarizes all
considered companies and the logic of purposeful selection.

Company Name

AJ LUCAS GROUP

CSRhub Overall

CDP climate

Rating*

change 2018**

Dow Jones
Sustainability
World Index 2018

69

n/a

-

69

n/a

-

TransAtlantic Petroleum Ltd

68

n/a

-

OANDO PLC

66

n/a

-

Dana Petroleum Plc

65

n/a

-

Naturgy Energy Group SA

65

A

-

ERG S.p.A.

64

B

-

Neste Oil OYJ

64

A

x

BG Group plc

63

n/a

-

Essar Energy PLC

63

n/a

-

Galp Energia Sgps

62

A-

x

Mangalore Refinery &

62

n/a

-

OMV AG

62

A-

x

Repsol YPF

62

B

-

EQUINOR ASA

61

A-

-

Total Petrochemicals

61

A-

x

Royal Dutch Shell

60

C

x

LIMITED
Chennai Petroleum
Corporation

Petrochemicals Ltd.

* Overall Score for 2019 available on CSRhub, checked on 7.5.2019
** Not available may mean no response, company declined participation, or score is not available for year
2018

Table 2. Companies considered for the sample, with sampling criteria shown in green.
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5.3. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
To conduct the study, the case companies are analysed based on content analysis, while also
considering the context of the oil industry. For content analysis, data comprises of secondary
qualitative data, including corporate information, annual and sustainability reports retrieved
from case company websites, press releases and news items. Seen the study will assess
change over time, longitudinal analysis is necessary, so for each case company reports
covering at least a 12-year period will be analysed. Because companies disclose information
differently, the analysed reports based on company cover the following time periods:
•

Neste 1996, 2005-2018

•

Galp Energia 2006-2018

•

OMV 2000-2018

•

Total 2006-2018

In the analysis, the approach to becoming sustainable will be consider based on questions
like:
•

Why does the company engage in sustainability, what is the business case?

•

What activities does the company engage in to be sustainable?

•

How does the company implement sustainability?

•

How has the approach changed over time? What has motivated this change?

•

What is the perspective of value creation from the company’s point of view?

•

What about society’s point of view?

From the analysis a timeline of change is drawn based on level of sustainability, mapping
major shifts in sustainability approach and identifying the foundations of today’s business
model and strategy. To ensure validity of results, different data sources will be compared
during the process of analysis and the author will critically assess the result against all
disclosed information.
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6. ANALYSIS
In this chapter the analysis is presented; describing each case company, analysing its
development over time to identify major strategic shifts in terms of sustainability and
mapping the case company’s approach to sustainability and sustainable business models.
The analysis is done using the proposed research framework, drawing on the contents of the
more detailed longitudinal analysis of the firm annual and sustainability reports which is
provided in appendices 1-4. After analysing each case company, a cross comparison of
approaches is conducted, followed by a summary of the chapter.
6.1. NESTE
Neste is a publicly listed company, headquartered in Espoo, Finland. Neste’s main
operations today are in refining and marketing, which means the company focuses on
downstream activities considering the value chain of oil and gas related operations. Today,
Neste operates in 14 countries and employs around 5000 people. In 2018, the company had
a revenue of 14.9 billion euros (Neste, 2019a). The main shareholder of Neste is the Finnish
state with approximately 36%, followed by private and institutional shareholders. Together,
the 20 largest shareholders own around 52% of Neste (Neste, 2019b).
The company was established in 1948 as Neste Oy, with the task to secure Finland’s oil
supply, originally focusing on shipping and refining. The company’s business activities,
however, expanded during the decades to follow. A second refinery was built, the company
took on exploration and production activities, engaged in coal business for some years, as
well as expanded to natural gas and chemicals, and set up service stations. In 1995 the
company got listed in the Helsinki Stock Exchange, and soon after that merged with Finnish
state electricity companies. In 2005 the electricity and oil operations were separated again,
serving as the start for Neste Oil. Leading to year 2005, the company had already started
developing greener fuels, allowing Neste to divest non-core activities and focus its strategy
around serving transport and the petrochemical industry. In 2015 the company changed name
from Neste Oil to Neste Corporation, clarifying the long-term goal of being more than an oil
company (Neste, 2019c).
To understand Neste’s approach to sustainability today, it is important to look at Neste’s
operating environment and development over the years. As an oil company Neste is rather
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small and it has chosen to focus on refining and marketing. In its early operating years and
up until the 1990’s Neste engaged in wider activities within the oil industry through joint
projects, aiming to increase output and benefit from the synergies of controlling the larger
value chain. However, at the same time research and development in cleaner fuels and energy
forms was showing promise and Neste made it a strategic target to reinforce its
environmental competitiveness (Neste, 1997). At this point in time environmental
competitiveness entailed environmentally more friendly fuel and energy forms, such as
natural gas, renewable solar and wind energy, and greener fossil fuels for transport and
application in the chemical industry (Neste, 1997). Neste has considered environmental
protection as part of operations since the late 1960’s and pioneered in sustainability
reporting, with environmental issues being covered in the annual report since the late 1960’s
and the first separate environmental report being published in 1992 (Neste, 2011).
In 2005, after separating the oil and energy business, Neste made cleaner fuels its core
strategy and started developing its core competences through mergers and acquisitions, and
strategic partnerships. This strategy was encouraged by the growth prospects of biofuels, as
the EU released a biofuels directive, offering tax incentives to grow the market for lowemission fuels. The 2005 Annual Report shows Neste committing to responsible business
practices, stating a “company must behave responsibly if it is to succeed and retain the trust
of its interest groups” (Neste, 2006, p 31). In its choice to focus on clean products and
environmental stewardship, Neste, nonetheless, seems to have made a market driven choice,
based on competitive advantage in the use of renewable feedstock and developments in the
regulatory and market environment.
The clean fuel strategy launched in 2005 has been the foundation for Neste’s current strategy,
developing stepwise over the last 15 years, integrating sustainability deeper to core business
practices and sharpening the focus on refining excellence and sustainable feedstock for both
transport and petrochemicals. In the years to follow Neste adopted triple bottom line
principles; showing responsibility in terms of personnel, society and environment, and
developing systems for monitoring sustainability and following progress (Neste, 2007;
Neste, 2008). The emphasis of collaboration across the value chain is evident from these
times, as well as the benefits Neste sees in clean fuels as a mean of combatting climate
change and fossil fuel dependence (Neste 2007; Neste 2008).
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“Oil refining and biodiesel divisions will […] drive growth” (Neste, 2007, p 2)
“Corporate responsibility supports the company’s […] growth strategy”
“The challenge is to demonstrate that responsibility is important for all aspects of
the company’s operations”
(Neste, 2007, p 26)

In 2008 and 2009 the concern for climate deepens, with Neste introducing its first
responsible business model, emphasizing a “new state of mind”. The shift towards taking an
active role in combatting climate change, taking stewardship for developing industry norms
and sharing knowledge is communicated clearly.
“We share a common concern” (Neste, 2009, p 1)
“We have been pioneers for many years […] we intend to maintain our active role
in developing norms and systems to promote sustainability” (Neste, 2010, p 2)
While deepening firm sustainability efforts, the debate around the sustainability of Neste’s
renewable raw materials is raised, pushing Neste to increase research in a wider range of
feedstock, ensuring food and environmental security is not compromised (Neste, 2011; 2012;
2013; 2014; 2015a). At the same time further efforts in terms of stakeholder expectations,
impact assessment and analysis of the external environment is taken to stay competitive in a
dynamic and changing industry (Neste, 2012; 2013; 2014).
“The company’s goal is to reduce or eliminate the negative impact of its operations,
while generating added value and wellbeing for its stakeholders” (Neste, 2012, p 59)
In 2015 the name changes from Neste Oil to Neste Corporation, symbolizing Neste’s
approach to development that looks forward and shows commitment to challenging the
traditional oil industry with alternative solutions. This shift has been meaningful in
communicating the company’s aim to transition away from fossil fuels to renewable
feedstock in refining, ultimately translating global concerns into business opportunities, and
the future growth strategy of Neste.
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“We are not a traditional oil company anymore […] we are offering our customers
choices that have the power to make the world a better place to live in.” (Neste,
2016, p 10)

In terms of strategic shifts, Figure 15 shows the sustainability transformation taken by Neste.

3.0
True
sustainability
Common concern
for climate

2.0
Managing
triple bottom
line

1.0
Refined
shareholder
value

Responsible
business model;
profit, people,
planet

Reinforce
environmental
competitiveness
Develop EHS
management
systems
Increase
shareholder value

0.0
Business as
usual

Act on common
concern for
climate;
SDG’s = business
opportunity,
stewardship,
circularity &
decarbonization
Integrate
sustainability
deeper into core
operations

Realize business
opportunity in
more sustainable
feedstocks

Chosen strategy =
successful
business and more
sustainable,
win-win

Increase
shareholder value

Increase
shareholder value

2000’s

2010’s

Seek growth from
exploration and
increased output
1990’s

Today

Figure 15. Neste’s sustainability transformation based on authors analysis. Sources: Neste Annual
and Sustainability Reports 1996, 2005-2018.
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We can see that the concept of refined shareholder value has been part of Neste’s operating
practises since the early 1990’s, whereas the movement towards integrated sustainability in
means of managing the triple bottom line and translating societal challenges to business
opportunities has been more gradual. Neste launched its clean fuel strategy in 2005, which
incorporates a wider sense of responsibility, and deepened this commitment in the years to
follow by reforming the business model. The driver of change was not societal change per
se, rather a win-win opportunity, enabling Neste to benefit from firm internal knowledge of
clean fuels and changes in the market as new regulation created an increased demand for
bio-based and renewable fuels.

Neste’s business model
Value proposition

Activities for value creation

Means to capture value

and delivery
Enabling responsible choices

Broadening the range of

By decreasing dependence on

every day by providing clean

renewable feedstocks by

fossil fuels and increasing use

fuel for transport and

investing in research,

of waste and renewable raw

alternative feedstock to the

development and

materials as feedstock, Neste

petrochemical sector based on

technological innovation, and

may protect itself against

sustainable raw materials.

leveraging operational

price volatility of fossil fuels

excellence.

and future costs of emitting,
while building competitive
advantage in its own
operating area.

Figure 16. Neste’s business model today. Authors elaboration based on Neste Annual Report 2018.

In terms of business model, Neste has integrated social and environmental concerns to all
levels of business activity; including strategy, organisation and operations. On a strategic
level, sustainability concerns are considered in planning and setting targets, showing
commitment to international goals drawn out by e.g. the UN SDG’s and the Paris agreement.
On an organisational and operational level, the focus has been on creating a culture of
innovation, collaboration and sustainability, where R&D and in-house engineering, as well
as extensive collaboration internally and across the value chain have been encouraged and
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invested in. Neste’s contribution to wider sustainable development and its activities for value
creation are based on the idea of mitigating environmental impacts of own and customers
operations, by providing solutions for transitioning away from fossil fuels and replacing
traditional fossil applications with more sustainable ones. As such, Neste’s approach to
sustainability is very strongly focused on sustainable feedstock; developing low-emission
solutions, while building resilience against market uncertainties. In other words, being able
to substitute fossil feedstock with waste or renewable materials and building technological
excellence that allows effortless use of a wide variety of different feedstocks, not being
dependent on any single source.
In terms of business areas, Neste focuses on diesel fuels for transport and clean feedstock
for the petrochemical industry. Low-emission diesel fuels have so far enjoyed beneficial
market conditions and helped lower the emissions related to transport. However, focusing
strongly on one type of fuel can have its risks, seen the automotive industry is exploring
alternative solutions such as electric vehicles and gas as well. Nonetheless, seen Neste is a
downstream company, leveraging refining excellence and reducing dependence on
increasingly volatile fossil markets is sensible in terms of commercial viability. Another
important aspect of Neste’s sustainability approach is its extensive collaboration across the
value chain with suppliers and customers. Neste has developed many of its cleaner products
in collaboration with key suppliers and customers, allowing it to build a good network of
partners and reputation, strong business relationships, and giving the brand and end-products
credibility. Partnerships have also been important for building know-how; emphasizing
collaboration with automotive and petrochemical industries, universities, industry peers and
technology providers.

6.2. GALP ENERGIA
Galp is an integrated energy company, headquartered in Lisbon, Portugal. The company has
its roots in the 19th century, in the industrial revolution in Portugal, and today operates
internationally in 11 countries and employs more than 6000 people (Galp Energia, 2019b;
Galp Energia, 2019c). Today’s Galp has been formed through a portfolio on business
partnerships and mergers, bringing together a diverse portfolio of expertise from the oil and
gas sector. In terms of activities, Galp is vertically integrated and present in all phases of the
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oil and gas value chain; including exploration, production, processing, refining and
marketing. At the core of Galps strategy is energy, in other words securing energy supply in
a sustainable way (Galp Energia, 2019d).The largest shareholder of Galp Energia is the
investment company Amorim Energia with ~33%, followed by the Portuguese state with
~7.5% and smaller private and institutional investors (Galp Energia, 2019e).
As stated, Galp has its roots in mergers and acquisitions; with the most important building
blocks being the oil companies Sacor and Sonap, the gas company Cilda, and Petrosul,
engaged in refinery and petrochemicals. In 1975 these companies were nationalised, and a
year after that Petrogal and the Galp brand was established. Already since the late 80’s Galp
has grown with the aim of diversifying the energy mix; expanding upstream operations
geographically and assessing the use of new energy sources (Galp Energia, 2019c). Although
the strategy has developed since then, the same basic approach remains; growth and knowhow are obtained through mergers and acquisitions, diversifying the company’s energy mix
improves long-term competitiveness and synergies are created by leveraging the integrated
business model. In its growth Galp has emphasized the benefit of collaboration and strong
relationships; building strategic alliances with industry, integrating the value chain, and
actively engaging with customers, business pioneers and institutions to identify new business
opportunities. Today, Galp hosts a knowledge sharing network, aimed at increasing
understanding, sharing best practices and promoting sustainable development and
cooperation from a multi-stakeholder approach.
Having its roots in private companies and then being nationalized, the shift back to
privatization has been taken gradually. In 2003 Galp Energia went public, continuing to
sharpen its strategy of value creation and continuous renewal in a changing world (Galp
Energia, 2019c). In the early 2000’s Galp Energia also started showing increased
commitment to sustainability, stating that corporate social responsibility is “the business
sector’s contribution to sustainable development” and that it can only be attainted with an
integrated approach (Galp Energia, 2007a, p 57). Looking at the value creating activities
relating to sustainability, Galp has shown commitment by contributing to the creation of
industry wide CSR standards and emphasized long term sustainability in research &
development; directing funds to find “new solutions and products in line with the social and
environmental challenges and responsibilities arising from Galp Energia’s footprint in the
power sector” (Galp Energia, 2007a, p 58).
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Figure 17. Galp Energia’s sustainability transformation based on authors analysis. Sources: Galp
Energia Annual and Sustainability Reports 2006-2018.

In terms of strategic shifts towards sustainability, Galp Energia has incorporated triple
bottom line principles to its business in the shift of the 21 centuries, and after this gradually
deepened the commitment to responsible business practices and further integrated
sustainability as a driving business force (see Figure 17). The rational for sustainability has
been two-sided; first of all, building resilience and capability to manage the uncertainties
presented by the changing market environment and being able to create new business
opportunities. From this perspective the motivations have been commercial; increasing
shareholder value and securing business continuity. Secondly, to manage the dual challenge
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of climate change and energy security, directly linking to the environmental and social
spheres of Galp’s business activities.
Galp has been a forerunner in sustainability reporting, having published separate
sustainability reports since the early 2000’s and moving to an integrated reporting approach
in 2016 in connection with repositioning the brand (Galp Energia, 2017a). In its current
business model (see Figure 18), sustainability is approached in an integrated manner,
focusing on mitigation efforts where the material impacts are the greatest (Galp Energia,
2019b) and accounting for the uncertainties of the energy sector by maintaining vertically
integrated activities while diversifying the energy mix.

Galp’s business model
Value proposition

Activities for value creation

Means to capture value

and delivery
A trusted energy partner who

Diversifying the energy mix

Generating long-term value

delivers sustainable value by

in terms of natural resources
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and geography, and

enabling the energy transition,

technology. Galp enables a

developing the solutions for

mitigating impacts of peak oil
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operational excellence,

by diversifying the energy

supporting the development of

including the mobility and

portfolio, allowing Galp to

a portfolio of low-carbon

convenience of more digital

benefit from fossil prices

energy solutions.

supply forms.

while generating low-carbon
future solutions.

Figure 18. Galp’s business model today. Authors elaboration based on Galp’s Integrated Annual
Report 2018.

Given the focus on energy, Galps main goal is to reduce the carbon intensity of the energy
mix and by doing so, play an important role in the energy transition. Technology plays a key
role in achieving this role and being able to contribute positively by supplying the energy
market with low-emission solutions. For example, in marketing activities, Galp focuses on
natural gas distribution as an energy source, seen natural gas is more favourable for the
environment compared to oil. With this in mind, one current area of research is digital
business models and decentralizing energy generation with the help of smart technology.
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“Galp is taking advantage of the portfolio diversification opportunity, namely by
increasing the share of natural gas in the oil and gas upstream portfolio.”
“As an integrated energy player, our current market presence puts us in a strong
position to integrate current products with new services and business models during
the decarbonisation of the economy”
(Galp Energia, 2019a, p 65)
In upstream activities, the environmental focus is on improving production processes and
finding solutions to prevent carbon leakage. These activities fall under mitigation, aiming to
reduce environmental impacts from fossil sources and find means of circulating carbon. In
line with the group’s strategy to diversify, efforts are simultaneously put into renewable
energy sources, such as solar power and biofuels, and growth of energy output. This reflects
Galp’s social commitment, aiming to secure energy supply in a sustainable manner,
ultimately benefiting from fossil prices while generating low-carbon future solutions.
6.3. OMV
OMV is an integrated oil and gas company headquartered in Vienna, Austria. It operates in
all phases of the oil and gas value chain, including exploration, production, supply, refining
and marketing. In 2018 OMV employed more than 20 000 people and operated in more than
20 countries worldwide (OMV, 2019a). OMV has its roots in natural gas, being founded in
1956 to secure energy supply. In the decades to follow the company expanded to exploration
and production, starting its first upstream project in 1971. In the late 80’s the company
moved to refining, by acquiring a German company in 1987. Soon after, OMV got listed and
started its greater international expansion (OMV, 2019b). In terms of ownership, OMV’s
two largest shareholders includes the Austrian state with ~31.5% and a holding company
from the Arab Emirates linking to the state, with ~25% (OMV, 2019c).
Looking at how OMV has developed over time, it has steadily strengthened its position as
an integrated oil and gas company, growing organically and through acquisitions. This can
be observed from the first 50 years of operation, which were very much driven by the
aspirations to grow; first nationally, then regionally and finally becoming a global player
(OMV, 2019b). Growth has entailed expanding operations across the oil and gas value chain
and integrating operations. In the mid and late 2000’s OMV sought advantages from
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developing energy alternatives more widely, directing investments to both upstream and
downstream operations. During the last decade, however, the strategy has been revised,
divesting non-core activities and focusing on upstream oil and gas activities, and
downstream high-value refining activities.
In terms of sustainability, OMV’s approach is to secure fossil energy supply in a time of
raising demand, while operating responsibly and growing its presence in international
markets.

“Oil and gas have been – and will continue to be – the backbone of the global energy
supply” (OMV, 2019f, p 6)
“Balance between climate protection efforts, affordable energy, and reliable supply”
“Exploring the full potential of oil and gas at its best by following a responsible
approach”
(OMV, 2019f, p 12)

To show its commitment to sustainability, OMV has reported on environmental, health and
safety matters since the late 1990’s, complemented reporting with a separate CSR report in
the early 2000’s and started to report on sustainability in a more integrated way starting from
2007 (OMV, 2019f). In terms of sustainability shifts (see Figure 19), OMV showed an
approach to refined shareholder value already during its first growth periods. The transition
to managing the triple bottom line can be identified from the mid 2000’s when sustainability
reporting took a step forward. Overall, the integration of sustainable business practices has
been gradual, first improving operational practices, then broadening perspective to suppliers
and customers, and promoting best practices. In light of true sustainability, OMV does
communicate a common concern for the climate and supports actions to combat climate
change. At the same time, however, OMV sees its own role as an innovative and stable
supplier of oil and gas products, playing an important part in the global energy market for
years to come (OMV, 2019d).
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Figure 19. OMV’s sustainability transformation based on authors analysis. Sources: OMV Annual
and Sustainability Reports 2000-2018.

To combine its goal of sustainable business practices and growing its presence in oil and
gas, as well as petrochemicals (OMV, 2019d), OMV seeks synergies from the integrated
business model and combines it with research and development that will enable operational
excellence and decarbonization. By doing so OMV seeks to create “a world that never runs
out of energy”, provide “limitless, responsible mobility” and be the company offering “oil
and gas at its best” (OMV, 2019d; OMV, 2019e). In the case of OMV, the company clearly
seeks to benefit from the increasing demand for fossil fuels, while becoming a sustainability
leader.
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“This is why OMV has been investing in modern technologies for greater plant
efficiency, process sustainability, and product value.” (OMV, 2019f, p 46)
“Strive to be regarded as one of the low-carbon leaders in the oil and gas industry”
(OMV, 2019f, p 46)
As such, OMV’s business model and sustainability approach today rests heavily on
decarbonizing and digitalizing the traditional oil and gas value chain from start to end (see
Figure 20). The company aims to secure energy supply and mobility by maintaining focus
on oil and gas activities. Nonetheless, sustainability is achieved through technological
advancements enabled by modern technologies and continuous innovation. The company
also seeks to become a digital leader, enabling faster innovation and more advanced
operations with the help of data, AI, robotics and new type of digital service solutions.
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Figure 20. OMV’s business model today. Authors elaboration based on OMV Annual and
Sustainability Report 2018.

6.4. TOTAL
Total is an energy major headquartered in Paris, France. Being an energy major means Total
operates an integrated and multinational business model, including all activities in the oil
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and gas value chain. Total is the world’s 4th largest energy major, operating alongside
companies like Exxon Mobile, Shell, BP and Chevron (Thomson Reuters, 2019). Today
Total operates in more than 130 countries and employs more than 100 000 people (Total,
2019a). In Total’s strategy, expansion to new markets and business areas have been the
dominating themes throughout the years. Starting as an oil producing company in the 1920’s,
the group has grown internationally and diversified into wider energy production and
refining; including activities in coal, gas, petrochemicals, marketing, solar and bioenergy, as
well as energy storage (Total, 2019b).
Considering Total’s approach to sustainability, it has followed the overall business rationale;
engaging in a portfolio of activities. The group branched out to renewable energies already
in the 1980’s, hoping to complement the energy portfolio with a range of natural resources
and in the beginning of the 2000’s the group already had activities in solar, wind and marine
power. Extending activities has been driven by the financial stability a well balance portfolio
can provide, and given Total’s size, it has been possible to grow outside of traditional oil
and gas applications, including e.g. coal mines, batteries and energy storage. The portfolio
approach also reflects Total’s commitment to sustainable development, seeing the solution
as manifold and therefore engaging in a variety of activities to enable a sustainable energy
transition.
“Although fossil hydrocarbons will continue to play a central role in the coming
decades, in the long term all types of energy will have to be deployed to meet global
demand.”
Total seeks to “develop “clean” sources of energy, contributing to the moderation
of the demand for energy, and participating in the effort against climate change.”
(Total, 2012, p 339)
In term of environmental and social concerns, Total’s first activities have included initiatives
to improve operational processes and reduce negative impacts of group activities, in other
words mitigation. However, already since the early 2000’s Total has moved on to developing
carbon capture, utilization and storage solutions, which can help the industry adopt to climate
change and decarbonize fossil processes. Total’s overall approach has remained fairly
similar throughout the 2000’s and 2010’s, strengthening the commitment to responsible
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business by gradually integrating sustainability to core operations and introducing more tools
for managing environmental and social aspects of group activities. A strong focus has been
on research, development and collaboration; showing how important technological
advancements are for improving environmental performance. In Total’s case collaborations
with key stakeholders have been emphasized, such as the actors in the automotive industry
and prominent SME’s (Total, 2013).
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Figure 21. Total’s sustainability transformation based on authors analysis. Sources: Total Climate
report 2018 and 2006-2018 registration documents.
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Since the early 2010’s Total further strengthened its commitment to becoming a responsible
energy major, divesting its coal businesses and stepping up sustainability activities, by taking
a more prominent role in advocating international regulation and industry wide standards.
The social sphere of sustainability is highlighted in Total’s desire to lead by example;
offering consultation across the value chain and outside it and contributing to creating
industry standards and regulations by actively participating in the work of OGCI and
IPIECA.
“TOTAL advocates concerted action, particularly the emergence of a balanced,
progressive international agreement that prevents the distortion of competition
between industries or regions of the world.” (Total, 2012, p 333)

In terms of business model (see Figure 22), Total has positioned itself as a responsible energy
major capable to support a wider energy transition with the help of its size and broad
knowledge base. Total seeks to leverage its integrated business model by creating synergies
between the different business areas and promoting a culture of cooperation and innovation,
both internally and externally. Its key value proposition is the supply of low-carbon energy
solutions, realized by heavy engagement in R&D and collaboration. Total, nonetheless, also
invests heavily in upstream exploration, aiming to benefit from the energy transition, while
building presence in “new” energy industries.
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7. DISUCSSION
Having analysed the four case companies individually, this section will provide a discussion
of the main findings. First, the case companies will be cross compared, where after the
findings will be drawn together. The purpose of this section is to clarify the differences
between the case companies and identify common elements in the case company approaches
to sustainable business transformation.
From the four companies, Galp Energia, OMV and Total are integrated oil companies,
whereas Neste is a downstream company. In terms of risks and opportunities, the business
approach is strongly influenced by the range of activities the company has in the oil and gas
value chain. As discussed in chapter 2, the oil industry is facing pressure from changing
market conditions and uncertainties regarding future regulation. In terms of price, the oil
price has been increasingly volatile in recent years, posing a challenge for both producers
and buyers of crude oil. Alongside current volatilities, the price is expected to grow in the
future in connection with peak-oil. For the three integrated oil companies, future oil price
and increasing demand is considered an opportunity, whereas current volatility poses a
challenge. For Neste as a purely downstream company, dependence on oil prices poses a
challenge. In terms of regulation, all four case companies actively participate in wider
stakeholder dialogue and promote common international agreements and regulation, not to
distort competition between companies in different legislations. Regulation is nonetheless
viewed as a risk due to future uncertainties, such as introducing unburnable carbon. To
manage with the market conditions, the 3 upstream companies are increasing exploration,
while creating resilience in other business areas, whereas Neste is trying to move away from
fossil feedstock, complementing and substituting it with more sustainable alternatives.
Having established the main factors in the external environment that are shaping firm
strategies and sustainability approaches, comparing the four case companies more in detail
is possible. There is a clear distinction between firm approaches in terms of diversifying or
specializing when looking at the range of business activities.
Neste is focusing on refining and sustainable feedstock, allowing Neste to impact the
sustainability of wider transport and petrochemical industries. This focus, however, makes
Neste very dependent on the future regulation of diesel fuels. In terms of sustainability, the
cornerstones of Neste’s approach involves advancing the refining process and diversifying
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the feedstock base. Having focused on downstream activities has allowed Neste to build
resource stewardship in terms of alternative feedstocks. While alternative feedstocks may be
less polluting in terms of GHG’s and thus reduce emissions, new aspects of sustainability
have to be considered. Renewable feedstocks may compromise the environment in terms of
land use and have negative social impacts by compromising food security. Neste’s approach
to managing these issues, has been to promote sustainable supply chain practices and
sustainable certification of renewable feedstock, such as palm oil. Collaboration across the
value chain, third party audits and local community engagement are highlighted as key
activities, whereas systems for environmental management and transparent procurement
policies are key means of implementation.
Moving on to OMV, its approach can also be described as specialized, considering its focus
on the fossil fuel operations. Although operating an integrated value chain, OMV has defined
sustainability priorities in terms of advancing activities across the oil and gas value chain, in
other words not considering the diversification of energy sources a key priority. In the
upstream business a shift towards natural gas as the preferred fossil fuel has been taken,
whereas in the downstream business, OMV similarly to Neste, develops feedstock
flexibility, although still prioritizing high-value refining of fossil feedstock. In OMV’s case,
the cornerstone to sustainability is technological advancement, allowing the company to
build competitive advantage through product stewardship. In other words, decarbonizing the
oil and gas value chain, aiming to supply “oil and gas at its best”. Considering the wider
societal impacts, OMV’s approach aims to serve both the environmental aspects of climate
change, removing negative impacts of fossil fuels, and the social aspects, securing mobility
and energy supply.
Finally, looking at Galp Energia and Total, diversification is the key element, in other words,
building a “portfolio of resilience” for the business and society at large. In both cases
diversification entails a wide geographical representation, a range of energy sources
(including both fossil and “new” energies) and engagement in a range of business activities
across the value chain and extending to other sectors. The difference between the companies
is the scope of diversification. Galp being a smaller actor, has focused on activities relating
to energy production and supply, whereas Total as a major energy company has diversified
more broadly. This portfolio approach allows both companies to not only leverage the
integrated business model, but also derive benefits from wider knowledge of the energy
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markets, ultimately protecting them against future uncertainties. In terms of sustainability,
the portfolio approach fosters industry stewardship, whereby the companies tend to engage
more widely in activities to mitigate and adapt to climate change and promote sustainable
business practices outside the firm sphere. The cornerstones of sustainability are reducing
carbon intensity of the mix and advancing technology, whereby new energies are used to
complement fossil resources until the transition to completely renewable energy is possible.
Considering the transformation from business as usual to truly sustainable, the analysis of
the four industry pioneers shows that the business case has developed and deepened over
time, as industry has become more aware and accountable of its impacts on society and the
environment. In the first phase, the license to operate and risk mitigation has driven
sustainability efforts. With new market uncertainties, the commitment has deepened, and the
key drivers of the business case have been long-term performance and successfully
managing the twin imperative of energy security and climate change. From this perspective,
the integration of sustainability has been encouraged by changes in the operating
environment, ultimately making sustainability efforts commercially viable. For the four case
companies, translating market challenges into opportunities has played an important role
throughout the transformation journey, allowing sustainability to be integrated deeper into
the corporate culture and daily operations.
Looking at the nature of the oil and gas industry, the most material negative impacts of firm
operations relate to the environment. The analysis shows that environmental sustainability
has developed further compared to social sustainability, when assessing time and level of
development in terms of activities and implementation. Environmental efforts are already
going beyond managing the triple bottom line, developing solutions for decarbonizing the
economy and helping society at large mitigate and adapt to climate change. Social efforts,
on the other hand, tend to relate to more immediate matters, such as internal wellbeing and
loyalty; developing attractive HR programs and improving safety, and the local
communities; providing education and training, and showing presence through sponsoring
and charity. This is not to say that social sustainability is overlooked by the case companies,
but it does take a softer approach compared to environmental sustainability.
This type of differentiation between the spheres of sustainability takes place in all the case
companies, highlighting the trade-offs companies have to consider. When moving beyond
shareholder value to managing the triple bottom line, the balance between economic, social
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and environmental values needs to be determined. For the oil and gas industry, environment
is influenced by the company operations, and environment also poses a threat to future
operations. As such, the business case for environmental sustainability is tightly linked to
the continuity of business operations. For the social sphere, securing energy supply and
mobility in the future can be considered a commitment to solving wider societal challenges.
However, as the business of oil and gas companies is energy and fuel supply, the level of
true sustainability reflected from this commitment should be taken with caution.

When moving towards true sustainability the types of trade-offs companies have to consider
change. For all case companies, two themes rose above others for successfully becoming
sustainable. Firstly, the importance of research and development, innovation and
technological advancements in mitigating negative impacts of business activities and
adapting to a changing environment. Secondly, the value of collaboration and corporate
culture in speeding up the innovation process and creating agility. Advancements do not
happen in isolation but require efforts, time and money. All case companies promoted
collaboration; whether internal or external, with suppliers, customers, industry or authorities.
To enable valuable collaboration and knowledge sharing, the importance of the right
corporate culture was highlighted. In terms of trade-offs this brings about the questions of
openness versus protectiveness, and sustainability versus competitiveness.
In solving the question of openness versus protectiveness, increased attention has been
placed on the variety of collaboration forms and protecting intellectual property. From the
analysis, the form of collaboration ranged between joint projects within the company and
with industry, suppliers and customers, strategic alliances, collaborative training,
participating in industry forums and associations, maintaining knowledge networks, creating
technology portfolios consisting of promising SME’s, establishing incubators and joint
laboratories with institutions and universities. Considering the question of sustainability
versus competitiveness, the case companies first of all lobby for international rules and
regulations for managing e.g. the costs of emitting, not to distort competition. The question
goes beyond regulation, however, meaning companies need to balance risks and
opportunities that come along solving grand challenges. For a single company, the pursued
approach needs to be commercially viable, competitive and build advantages in the longterm.
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In balancing the twin imperative of climate change and energy security, all case companies
engage in activities to both reduce environmental impacts (climate change) and increase
output (energy security). The main activities on the environmental side of the coin, are to
decarbonize fossil operations, reduce carbon intensity of the energy mix, and develop cleaner
sources of energy and feedstock. On the social side, the increase of output is achieved by
investing in exploration and production of fossil reserves, in particular natural gas,
complementing fossil resources with renewable ones and developing solutions for
substituting fossil resources completely.
In their approaches to sustainable business transformation, all case companies have
incorporated a mix of efforts, aiming to promote sustainability from the technological, social
and organisational side. Technological aspects include the development of operational
excellence and low-carbon solutions, with digitalization and circular economy being the
most recent areas of focus. Social aspects refer to the case companies leading by example,
taking stewardship roles in the industry and promoting best practices and transparency.
Whereas organisational aspects include the different modes of collaboration, changing the
logic for doing business. Combined, the efforts taken by the case companies show that
businesses can influence wider societal change. In terms of the oil and gas industry the most
important sign of change, is the trickle-down effect sustainability effort have towards wider
energy, transport and petrochemical industries.
To summarize the discussion, Figure 23 shows the transform from conventional to truly
sustainable taken by the case companies, highlighting the approach to sustainability
throughout the transformation journey and the key trade-offs that need to be considered.
Based on the analysis of the case companies, sustainability transformation is tightly linked
to wider societal concerns about energy security and environmental protection. With the
concerns growing, sustainability has deepened, translating into a new logic of doing
business.
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Figure 23. Illustration summarizing the discussion and the sustainable transformation taken by the
case companies.
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8. CONCLUSION
The purpose of this thesis was to bridge the gap of understanding, of how businesses can
contribute to broader societal change by transforming their own strategy and business model.
To achieve this, a multiple case study was conducted, analysing four sustainability pioneers
from the oil industry by a method of longitudinal content analysis. The analysis focused on
mapping the transformation taken by the case companies on their journey to industry
stewardship, identifying major shifts and the foundations of today’s strategy and business
model.
The results of the study strengthen the business case for sustainability, identifying a
relationship between firm sustainability and wider societal change. In the oil industry, the
approaches to sustainable business transformation are tightly linked to the dual challenge of
climate change and energy security, whereby the business efforts focus on reducing negative
impacts from firm operations, while simultaneously increasing production outputs. In terms
of level of sustainability, the oil industry pioneers have embraced triple bottom line
principles since the shift of the 21 centuries, deepening the commitment to sustainability
with time. With the movement towards true sustainability, the main challenge is to find a
balance between the different levels of sustainability, competing approaches and
competitiveness. In terms of enabling broader societal change, companies in the oil industry
are in a prominent position, having the opportunity to create a trickle-down effect, whereby
wider energy, transport and petrochemical industries are transformed as a result.
8.1. IMPLICATIONS
From a managerial perspective, this thesis contributes to strengthening the business case for
sustainability, while identifying approaches for integrated sustainability and issues for
becoming “truly” sustainable. For companies in an earlier phase of transformation,
considerations should be given to technology, collaboration and culture as means of enabling
change. In translating societal challenges to business opportunities, the results show that risk
and opportunity assessment plays an important role in sensing, seizing and implementing a
new approach successfully. To advance this process, focus from business level impacts to
system level impacts is encouraged. In connection with an increased level of sustainability,
businesses face challenges in terms of trade-offs. On the level of managing the triple bottom
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line, these trade-offs can be balanced, but as sustainability deepens, the role of regulation
increases as a mean of levelling the playing field.
From the perspective of regulation, international rules with the aim of encouraging
advancements is preferred, e.g. fining emissions rather than specific solutions, and ensuring
fair competition in terms of costs of emission.
From an academic perspective, the thesis brings new understanding to sustainable
development as an interplay between business, industry and society. The main value comes
from identifying future areas of research, discussed in section 8.3.
8.2. LIMITATIONS
The main limitations of this study refer to the methodology. In a qualitative study, the
researchers onto-epistemological assumptions shape the analytical process, exposing the
study for limitations. Content analysis is particularly vulnerable, as it relies on unstructured
textual data which is interpreted through the researcher’s eyes, being shaped by the
researcher’s own educational and cultural background. To increase the reliability of the
results, the research framework was created based on a comprehensive review of
sustainability research and the oil industry. Each case company was analysed in the same
manner, reviewing one year of data at a time and comparing data across different sources.
Moreover, in the discussion, findings were critically assessed and compared across the case
companies. In terms of sample, the sample size and homogeneity need to be mentioned, as
factors that may limit generalizability of the results. In selecting the case companies, 4
sustainability pioneers were identified. The sample size is small but represents industry
pioneers well due to the comprehensive selection criteria. However, all selected companies
are based in Europe, which raises the question of regional differences and how a
sustainability pioneer is defined.
8.3. FUTURE RESEARCH
With future studies in mind, this paper identified new gaps in understanding. First of all,
collaboration was identified as success factor behind business transformation, establishing
that various forms of collaboration take place for advancements in firm sustainability to
happen. The nature of collaboration is poorly understood, however, which calls for further
research. Secondly, this study focused on a 4-company sample of oil industry pioneers based
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in Europe. Analysing a larger sample by including different geographical regions and sectors
would increase generalizability, whereas including “less” sustainable companies would help
confirm the success factors behind sustainable business transformation. Finally, the study
could not identify to which extent different approaches impact wider societal change, calling
for quantitative studies to fill this gap.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1 ANALYSIS OF NESTE’S ANNUAL AND SUSTAINABILITY REPORTS 1996-2018
NESTE 1996-2007
YEAR

APPROACH
Why?

1996

2005

2006-2007

Profitable growth and
increased company value

Leading downstream
company in Northern
Europe
Improved operational and
financial performance, and
competitiveness
Risk mitigation; resilience
against volatility
Benefit from core
competences; technical and
engineering know-how in
refining
Product stewardship;
increasing environmental
awareness
Developing high-quality
products and processes;
cleaner traffic fuels (e.g.
NExBTL) and feedstock
solutions
Develop internal feedstock
flexibility
Divest non-core assets; seek
growth organically and
through non-organic M&A
and partnerships.

Increased shareholder value and
company competitiveness

Cooperation across business
functions

Collaborative business and
research projects, e.g. Stora Enso,
Helsinki city transport
Investments in refing capacity;
new plant in Singapore;
improvements of existing plants

Technological
competitiveness
Improved market position

What
activities?

Business activities in oil,
energy, and chemicals.
Upstream to downstream.

Growth focus on increasing
share of natural gas.
R&D and in-house
engineering: developing
increasingly low-emission
gasolines and diesel fuels, as
well as feedstock. Improving
production and refining.
Cooperation across business
functions

How
implemented?

Collaborative research and
business projects with
industry; e.g. Borealis,
Gasum
Projects and programs within,
e.g. R&D process and life
cycle assessment, feasibility
studies; HSE
Audit R&D and technology
portfolio
Environmental certification

Collaborative research and
business projects with
industry; e.g. Total

Public environmental
progress report

Clean fuel -strategy

Different programs and
projects; e.g. Responsible
Care Program, risk
assessment, R&D
Transparent sustainability
reporting
Environmental certification

Benefit from strong position of
diesel and company expertise
Grow refining output
Combat climate change by
enabling clean traffic and
transport
Reduce environmental footprint
and risks, be accountable
Investments in plants (advanced
refining) and product
development (low-emission
solutions)
Develop internal feedstock
flexibility
Emphasis on R&D; in-house
development of more advanced
technologies and feedstock
flexibility

Updated clean fuel –strategy
making biodiesel and refining key
drivers of growth, and integrating
sustainability to all activities
Environmental management
systems across value chain
Different company programs and
projects; e.g. investment, R&D
Transparent sustainability
reporting
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NESTE 2008-2013
YEAR

APPROACH
Why?

2008-2009

2010-2011

2012-2013

World leading supplier of
low-emission fuels

To large extent same
strategic approach;
strengthening commitment
Reduce or eliminate the
negative impact of own and
customers operations
Being ready for the future

To large extent same strategic
approach; strengthening
commitment
Growth from new markets and
improvement of competitive
position
Production excellence

To be the preferred partner
in cleaner traffic fuel
solutions

Dual challenge; meet growing
energy need of traffic and
transport while lowering traffic
emissions.
To large extent same approach
continues in terms of activities;
strengthening commitment.

Common concern for climate
change
Sustainable and profitable
growth
Reduce or eliminate the
negative impact of operations

What
activities?

How
implemented?

Risk mitigation
To large extent same
approach continues in terms
of activities, although a
common concern for
sustainability is lived more
clearly.
Growth through investments
in refining capacity
Emphasis of R&D, in-house
engineering and innovation
Improve raw-material
sustainability; certified palm
oil, NGO collaboration,
improved supply chain
management
Industry stewardship;
developing norms and
systems; lobbying for
industry wide rules
Customer-orientation
Collaboration; suppliers and
customers in focus
Organisational restructuring
to obtain synergies and cost
advantages, and be more
customer-oriented
Transparent sustainability
reporting; GRI
Projects with automotive
industry
Campaigns for international
agreements and regulation

To large extent same
approach continues in terms
of activities; strengthening
commitment.

Increased stakeholder
engagement
Increased preparedness for
future industry challenges
R&D in non-food renewable
materials as feedstock to
improve sustainability of
non-fossil feedstock

Increased engagement with
customers
Increasing use of waste as
renewable material
Launching renewable diesel to the
US, and further expanding outside
of Europe and North America.

Assessing IT systems and
intellectual property management

To large extent same
approach continues in terms
of implementation,
strengthening commitment.
Refining of oil and
renewables combined under
same business function
Stakeholder survey / strategy
dialogue

To large extent same approach
continues in terms of
implementation, strengthening
commitment.
Principles for managing
sustainability across business
functions
Climate initiative

Improved environmental
management; materiality
assessments to set priorities,
scenario analysis
Value creation programs to
boost growth, productivity,
feedstocks, customers focus
and corporate culture

Transparent sustainability
reporting; GRI. First time in The
Global 100 list top 10.
Collaboration projects with key
customers to solve climate issues;
automotive industry, cities,
transport companies.
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NESTE 2014-2018
YEAR

APPROACH
Why?

What
activities?

2014

2015-2016

2017-2018

Overall strategic approach
remained largely the same
No 1 downstream company
in the Baltics
Growth from the global
renewable feedstocks market

Overall strategic approach
remained largely the same
Further committing to
sustainable development,
enabling “responsible
choices every day” and
looking into future

Overall strategic approach
remained largely the same
“Leaving a healthier
planet for our children
by creating responsible
choices every day”

Dual challenge; solving
climate change and meeting
future energy demand
Offer continuously cleaner
solutions and reduced
emissions
Be able to meet increasing
competition
To large extent same
approach continues in terms
of activities; further
strengthening commitment
Setting new strategic targets

Integrating sustainability
deeper into operations
Promote sustainable
practices in industry, also
outside own supply chain.
Investments in technology
and digitalization
How
implemented?

Leading company in terms of
solutions, customer satisfaction
and safety

To large extent same
approach continues in terms
of activities; strengthening
commitment.
Changing name from Neste
Oil to Neste Corporation;
symbolized shift of business
focus
Promoting collaborative
achievements
Promote circular economy

Stakeholder dialogue and
feedback loop

To large extent same approach
continues in terms of activities;
strengthening commitment.
Developing new strategy; Way
Forward to 2030

Launching Neste MY 100%
renewable diesel
Deepening R&D activities in
circular economy and making
industry carbon-neutral
Actively participating in dialogue
with regulators to promote
renewables

To large extent same
approach continues in terms
of implementation, further
strengthening commitment

To large extent same
approach continues in terms
of implementation, further
strengthening commitment

To large extent same approach
continues in terms of
implementation, further
strengthening commitment

Join UN Global compact

Collaborating widely for
sustainable development;
e.g. UPS and Google, Total
Fluides, Tallink, Boeing,
NGO’s
Reporting focus on climate,
resource efficiency and
supply chain. Increased
transparency
Commitment to UN SDG’s
in 2016

Collaborating widely for
sustainable development; e.g.
EduCycle, Genève airport,
American airlines, cities, Neste
green hub, IKEA, Clariant

Audit by NGO Finnwatch

Launch of Sustainable Way
program
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APPENDIX 2 ANALYSIS OF GALP’S ANNUAL AND SUSTAINABILITY REPORTS 2006-2018
GALP ENERGIA 2006-2010
YEAR

APPROACH
Why?

2006-2007

2008-2010

Creating shareholder value, competitiveness
and client satisfaction
To be the benchmark energy company

Overall strategic approach remained largely the
same
Generate sustainable growth across all business
areas
Improve operational excellence and innovation
Improve competitiveness

To identify new businesses opportunities
Reduce negative impact of business activities
Obtaining synergies between different
spheres of sustainability and stakeholders

What
activities?

How
implemented?

Dual challenge; climate change and energy
security
License to operate
Build a balanced, integrated multi-energy
path – oil, gas, electricity, renewables
Investments in renewables, gas expansion,
cleaner fuels (sectors where activities can
naturally be extended)
R&D and innovation to develop new power
solutions and advanced production and
process technology
Promoting culture of innovation and
entrepreneurship

Develop new business potential and capability to
manage in a changing environment; long-term
value for shareholder to environmental, economic
and social constraints
To reduce energy intensity of energy mix
Enhance prosperity of communities
To large extent same approach continues in terms
of activities
Collaborative projects and programs to boost
innovation; e.g. with scientific community
R&D to develop new power solutions and
advanced production and process technology
Stakeholder dialogue; mapping stakeholder
network in 2010

Review of TBL aspects relevant to Galp

Further integration between activities to generate
new opportunities, growth and synergies

Value-based strategy incorporating principles
of sustainable development & UN
millennium development goals

To large extent same approach continues in terms
of implementation, further strengthening
commitment.

Cooperation; shared investments and
projects, e.g. suppliers, customer, industry.

Environment, Quality and Safety Auditing

Programs and projects; e.g. Galp Energia
Innovation System; Environmental
Action Program; HSE; Best Available
Techniques; risk management program

Investment in R&D and technology; e.g. energy
efficiency of refining; innovation of renewables

Reporting; GRI, first sustainability report
published. TBL considered.

Exploration of new gas fields; expansion to
electricity supply.
Social project emphasized through sponsorship
and Galp Foundation
New certifications for environment and safety
practices and policies
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GALP ENERGIA 2011-2015
YEAR

APPROACH
Why?

2011-2013

2014-2015

Overall strategic approach remained largely
the same; further deepening commitment

Overall strategic approach remained largely the
same; further deepening commitment

Benchmark energy company, leading in its
own field of operations

Benchmark energy company, “recognised for
exploration and production activities, creating
sustainable value for its shareholders”
Dual challenge; “satisfy future energy
needs and minimising the intensity
of the carbon footprint”
Improve competitiveness and identify
opportunities and risks (to be managed)
Leverage integrated business model

Dual challenge; combat climate change and
secure sustainable energy supply

What
activities?

Benefit from current and future dynamics of
the industry
Foster a culture of responsibility and
innovation
Build business resilience
To large extent same approach continues in
terms of activities, deepening commitments
to sustainable value creation and focusing on
energy efficiency
Helping customers be sustainable; e.g.
improving energy efficiency with collaborate
efforts
R&D culture promoted in all activities;
“integrate new skills and develop new
external relationships”; “technology base”;
“active participation in the development of
sector policies which underpin the future
development of the energy sector”
Benchmark analysis

Stakeholder engagement and dialogue

How
implemented?

Focus on exploration and production as
drivers of growth; increased investments in
upstream.
To large extent same approach continues in
terms of implementation
First calculation of the carbon footprint;
Carbon Disclosure project, DJSI
Updating management systems; establishing
sustainability committee
Advanced training programs through Galp
Academy; e.g. geo-engineering of carbonate
reservoirs
Scenario analysis

To large extent same approach continues in terms
of activities, deepening commitments to
sustainable value creation and responsible
business.
Knowledge sharing and collaboration with
industry, associations, institutes and regulators.
Predicting industry change and stakeholder
expectations by engaging in open dialogue and
analysis

Responsible and efficient operations; assessing
risks and opportunities for innovation and
improvement
Building technological excellence; stating
importance of R&D and innovation
Strengthened activities in social sphere; valuing
human capital, volunteering, sponsoring
To large extent same approach continues in terms
of implementation
Maintaining a knowledge network to foster
cooperation, sharing, understanding and
development.
Implementing new plan and governance model
for climate change 2014-2020

Materiality assessment
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GALP ENERGIA 2016-2018
YEAR

APPROACH
Why?

2016-2017

2018

Overall strategic approach remained largely
the same; sharpening strategic focus areas and
commitment to sustainable value creation.
To be an integrated energy company and
develop profitable and sustainable businesses

Overall strategic approach remained largely the
same; focus on value creation, resilience,
competitiveness, agility and sustainability.
“Ensuring the resilience and agility of the
organisation and preparing it for a complex and
dynamic world”
Dual challenge of climate change and energy
security; translating into opportunities

Leverage the integrated business model by
managing financial, natural, human,
intellectual and social capital in a sustainable
way
To be considered an industry benchmark

What
activities?

Contribute to sustainable development; focus
on challenges relevant to oil and gas industry
Mitigate uncertainty of operating environment
To large extent same approach continues in
terms of activities, deepening commitments to
sustainable value creation while promoting
agility.
R&D, innovation and technology key to future
success; digital transformation new focus area.
Review sustainability efforts and develop plan
for improvements

How
implemented?

Gradually investing and shifting focus to “low
carbon technologies, in natural
gas projects and the use of new energy, in
order to manage the expected evolution in the
global energy mix.”
Sustainable business model = “integrated
approach to sustainable value creation, by
anticipating risk, maximising opportunities
and building strong and lasting relationships
with stakeholders.”
General means of implementation continues as
before.
Program for optimising and simplifying
internal policies and processes
Including carbon pricing to opportunity
assessment and life cycle approach in
operations
Reinforcing strategic partnerships; alliance
with Petrobras, training programme with
Statoil
Repositioning the Galp brand

Business excellence; culture and operations
Industry sustainability stewardship

To large extent same approach continues in terms
of activities, deepening commitments to
digitalization in terms of R&D.
Maintaining and further developing a “competitive
and diversified upstream portfolio, integrated with
an efficient and competitive downstream business”
Building strong partnerships

“Integrating climate variables into business
planning and strategy, assessing the resilience in the
face of energy transition, as well as reinforcing the
significance of carbon pricing as a variable in
decision making”
Overall the means of implementation continued as
before, reinforcing previous commitments

Strengthening brand conception; “positive energy”
New partnerships; e.g. AI development with IBM;
collaborative laboratory with Portuguese foundation
for science and technology
New investments in renewable energy generation;
solar

Committing to SDG’s
First integrated report in 2016
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APPENDIX 3 ANALYSIS OF OMV’S ANNUAL AND SUSTAINABILITY REPORTS 2000-2018
OMV 2000-2006
YEAR

APPROACH
Why?

2000-2001

2002-2004

2005-2006

Becoming leading oil and gas
company in central and eastern
Europe
Improve competitiveness and
efficiency

Becoming leading oil and gas
company in central and eastern
Europe
Double the size of the group by
2008; organic and non-organic
growth
Integrating sustainability to
growth strategy, accepting
social and environmental
responsibility
License to operate
To large extent the same
approach continues in terms of
activities, however,
commitment to responsibility is
emphasized through new
partnerships (UN Global
Compact; Austrian Code of
Corporate Governance)

Leading and most attractive
oil and gas group in central
and eastern Europe
50% of refining capacity
produced in-house; organic
and non-organic growth
Dual challenge; energy
security and climate change;
sustainable growth strategy

People (HR), Planet (HSE),
Profit (Stable income and
growth)
Invest in building operational
excellence; R&D and
innovation

Launch of environmentally
improved products; e.g.
biodiesel
R&D projects lifted as core
focus for group activities

Organic growth through
globalization and integration

What
activities?

How
implemented?

Increase output by
concentrating on exploration,
development and acquisition in
core areas and expand to
middle east
Four business areas across the
value chain of oil and gas;
explorations and production;
gas supply; refining and
marketing; chemicals and
plastics
Stepping up eBusiness
activities to improve business
and administration
R&D focus on process and
product development;
improving quality, reducing
emissions.
Collaboration with suppliers
and customers
Programs for investment
activities, restructuring and cost
reductions
Companywide environmental
standards
Collaborative R&D projects,
e.g. with engine developers

License to operate
To large extent the same
approach continues in terms
of activities; sustainability
commitment further
deepened by improving
management systems and
adopting GRI reporting
standards.

M&A
Programs for investment
activities, R&D, safety,
restructuring and cost reductions

To large extent the same
approach continues

Join UN Global Compact and
commit to Austrian Code of
Corporate Governance (TBL)
Transparent reporting; first
OMV Corporate Responsibility
Performance Report published
11/2003

TBL considered in programs
for investment activities,
R&D, HR, HSE
Future energy fund
established in 2006 to
support development of
energy alternatives and
saving.

Collaborative R&D projects,
e.g. with engine developers
High level of integration
between business functions
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OMV 2007-2014
YEAR

APPROACH
Why?

2007-2008

2009-2010

2011-2014

Strengthen leading position in
central and east Europe
Dual challenge; energy security
versus climate change; sees no
conflict in achieving both
Transform from a pure-play oil
and natural gas business to an
energy group with renewable
energy
sources in its business portfolio

Strengthen leading position in
central and east Europe
Social acceptance

Generate profitable growth
and enhance performance
Promote responsible business
and use of resources

Address climate change issues
by minimizing impacts of
business activities on the earth’s
resources and ecosystems;
balancing considerations
(people, planet, earth)
Grow sustainably

Secure future energy resources
for the common good;
concentrating on oil and gas
exploration and production
and rebalancing asset portfolio
away from downstream.

Developing new “3plus”
strategy; drawing on potential in
integration and expansion of
business areas; current markets;
and group values.
New focus on sustainability
activities; diversity and
education; health and
safety; and CO2 emission
reduction
Strengthen upstream and
midstream partnerships

Profitable growth strategy;
“growth – integration –
change – performance”, helps
narrow focus and streamline
assets portfolio
Innovation lifted as a success
theme; collaborations with
universities, suppliers,
customers, peers.

Grow sustainably
What
activities?

How
implemented?

License to operate
To large extent the same
approach continues in terms of
activities; expansion directed to
emerging markets, technological
excellence important
Sustainability as risk
management; securing
commercial success by
assessing and minimizing
business impacts
OMV future energy fund key
driver of innovation in future
solutions
Stakeholder dialogue;
shareholders, NGO’s, political
parties
R&D; internal and collaborative
to boost operational and product
excellence
To large extent the same
approach continues in terms of
implementation; benefiting from
integrated BM and commitment
to sustainability

Implementing the OMV Driving
Values
for sustainable growth; help
foster the right culture
Programs for investment
activities, R&D, HSE, HR,
restructuring and cost
reductions; e.g. carbon
management program

Engage, invest and collaborate
in R&D
Questioning status quo in search
for better solutions
Implementing 3plus strategy
across the group and all
activities, synergies from
integrated BM
Accountability; tying
management bonuses to
sustainability targets
Investments directed to
upstream activities; exploration
and production; development of
wind park
Programs for investment
activities, R&D, HSE, HR,
restructuring and cost
reductions.

Sustainability =
“Resourcefulness”; efficient
use of natural resources, role
of gas increased, development
of geothermal energy and
biofuels.
R&D in eco-innovation and
eco-efficiency.
Skills and training fostered.
Continuing programs to direct
investments, manage, monitor
and improve environmental
performance
Continuing collaborative
projects in upstream and R&D
Energize OMV performance
program

Resourcefulness Executive
Team
Divesting downstream
activities
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OMV 2015-2018
YEAR

APPROACH
Why?

What
activities?

2015

2016-2017

2018

To be fit for the future and more
flexible (from a battle for
growth to a
battle for costs)
To have a sustainable resource
base
To strengthen downstream
competitiveness with transport
and petrochemical industry
needs in mind
License to operate
Diversify upstream portfolio to
generate stability; build new
partnerships

Contribute to a better life
through responsible oil and gas
business

Long-term profitable growth
and competitiveness;
integration and balance
between up- and downstream
Improving international
position
“Value over volume”
Energy security
License to operate

R&D internally and
collaboratively; eco-efficiency
and innovations to improve
operational excellence

R&D internally and
collaboratively; e.g. improved
resource utilization, intelligent
recycling, feedstock flexibility,
modern technologies for
more plant efficiency, process
sustainability and
product value.
Materiality assessment
Restructuring business portfolio

Materiality assessment

Long-term profitability and
added shareholder value
“Value over volume”
Energy security
Improved competitiveness
License to operate
Commitment to “Energy – for a
Better Life”; value-added
products, dedicated people,
innovation, partnerships.

Developing new feedstocks,
new technologies and new
products.
How
implemented?

Maintain and enhance the
integrated BM
Continue programs for
investments, R&D, etc.
Continue sustainability strategy
based on “Resourcefulness”;
matters prioritized based on
impacts
Retain and promote transparent
reporting practices

Main means of implementation
continues, with some focus
shifts
Model for integrated
development; including
suppliers and customers
Optimizing and streamlining
portfolio by divesting non-core
projects, and creating new
partnerships

Developing strategy 2025:
Gas as preferred fossil source,
refining oil – not burning it
(valuable products for
transport, medicine and
packaging), developing new
feedstock (reusing oil).
Investments and collaboration
in digitalization; e.g.
robotics, automation, AI,
sensor technology.

Technological capabilities and
innovation enable “oil & gas
at its best”; carbon efficiency
and development of future
solutions
Main means of
implementation continues,
with some focus shifts
New collaborations with startups and universities
New 2025 strategy with
incorporated sustainability
targets; focus on culture and
collaboration
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APPENDIX 4 ANALYSIS OF TOTAL’S ANNUAL AND SUSTAINABILITY REPORTS 2006-2018
TOTAL 2006-2010
YEAR

APPROACH
Why?

2006-2007

2008

2009-2010

To strengthen market position in
natural gas and improve
competitiveness
To mitigate risks

Generate sustainable growth

Meet energy demand today
and tomorrow through
sustainable growth
Acceptability

To expand offering
To combat climate change

What
activities?

Expand hydrocarbon
exploration
Assessment of new mining
projects
Develop and improve refining
operations
Grow presence in
petrochemicals
Grow presence in renewable
energy sources (solar, wind,
marine)

How
implemented?

To strengthen market position in
natural gas
Adapt to market changes
Combat climate change and
contribute to the moderation of
energy demand
Meet regulation
To expand offering
Expand hydrocarbon
exploration
Develop new sources of energy
(e.g. solar, biomass, nuclear)
Develop and improve refining
operations
Grow presence in
petrochemicals, develop
operations
Invest and engage in R&D
(clean energy, operational
efficiency and excellence)

Collaborate across the value
chain and create partnerships
Invest and engage in R&D
Impact assessments of new
business opportunities and
existing operations

Collaborate across the value
chain and create partnerships

Promoting use of cleaner
alternatives
Projects to develop operational
efficiency, CCUS and
alternative energy sources

Inter-divisional
cooperation
Projects to develop operational
efficiency; e.g. CCUS and
alternative energy sources

Projects with key stakeholders,
e.g. the automotive industry

Internal and collaborative
programs; e.g. bioenergy
development programs, R&D
programs, investment programs

Transparency
Combat climate change

To expand offering
Expand hydrocarbon
exploration
Develop new sources of
energy (e.g. solar, biomass,
nuclear)
Develop and improve refining
operations
Develop petrochemicals
business
Invest and engage in R&D,
focusing on commitment to
sustainability (clean energy,
operational efficiency and
excellence)
Collaborate across the value
chain and create partnerships
Internal and collaborative
programs; e.g. bioenergy
development programs, R&D
programs, investment
programs
Safety policy
Projects to develop
operational efficiency, CCUS
and alternative energy sources
Transparent reporting
practices in terms of CSR
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TOTAL 2011-2015
YEAR

APPROACH
Why?

What
activities?

How
implemented?

2011

2012-2013

2014-2015

Dual challenge; climate change
and energy security
Meet energy demand today and
tomorrow
Protect environment
Sustainable growth
Expand offering

To large extent the same
approach continues, however,
commitment to sustainability is
emphasized even stronger.

To be a global, integrated
energy company in oil, gas,
petrochemicals, solar and
biomass
Sustainable growth
Meet the dual challenge of
energy security and climate
change while exceeding
general expectations
Meet customer needs and
expectations
Expand offering

To large extent the same
approach continues, however,
commitment to sustainability is
emphasized even stronger
through activities like:

Discovering, producing and
transforming oil, gas and other
natural resources into energyrelated products and services.

Strengthen market position in
natural gas
Adapt to market changes
Acceptability
Expand hydrocarbon
exploration
Develop new sources of energy
to complement fossil (e.g. solar,
biomass, nuclear)
Develop, improve, adapt
refining operations and
petrochemicals base
Invest and engage in R&D,
focusing on commitment to
sustainability (clean energy,
operational efficiency and
excellence)
Promote emergence of
international agreement to
regulate emissions
Collaborate; e.g. portfolio of
SME’s specialized in innovative
energy technologies and
cleantech.
New CCS project
Policy of monitoring, managing
and reducing environmental
impacts
Internal and collaborative
programs; e.g. bioenergy
development programs, R&D
programs, investment programs
Transparent reporting; reporting
section “Corporate social
responsibility” renamed “Social
and environmental information”

New energies development
(focus on solar & biomass)
Reasserting priority of
environment and safety
throughout group operations and
R&D
Growing portfolio of SME’s
Expand hydrocarbon
exploration; focus
unconventional sources,
investing in techniques for cold
regions
To large extent the same
approach continues
Factoring climate conditions
into facilities design

Manage an integrated business
model to obtain synergies
Develop energy mix; focus on
gas as primary fossil fuel and
solar as preferred renewable
source.
Improve energy efficiency of
group operations as well as
reduce GHG
Make public commitments
and work on industry level
progress, and promotion of
international agreements
To large extent the same
approach continues to
mitigation and adopting.

For fossil fuels the exploration
budget is increased and group
joins consortium for R&D

Join global compact, help
launch and develop OGCI,
IEA 2°C scenario.

Divesting non-core activities

Divest non-core activities; e.g.
sales of coal company TCSA
to Exxaro
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TOTAL 2016-2018
YEAR

APPROACH
Why?

2016

2017-2018

Become “One Total” – responsible energy
major

One “Total” – a responsible energy major invested
with an economic and social mission

Solve dual challenge; meet energy security
and combat climate change
Stakeholder expectations

Solve dual challenge; meet energy security and
combat climate change
Stakeholder expectations – more affordable, more
available and cleaner energy
Sustainable growth

Sustainable growth
What activities?

Climate considered in all areas of operation
(planning & execution)

Commitment to better energy; develop
energy mix by reducing carbon intensity and
diversifying (gas and renewable sources)
Improve energy efficiency of group
operations as well as reduce GHG
Make public commitments and work on
industry level progress, and promotion of
international agreements
Collaborate internally and externally, in
R&D and developing new norms
How
implemented?

Discovering, producing and transforming oil, gas
and other natural resources into energy-related
products and services, while prioritizing low-carbon
solutions
Commitment to better energy; develop energy mix
by reducing carbon intensity and diversifying
(fossil + renewables)
Improve energy efficiency of group operations as
well as reduce GHG
Strengthen involvement in circular economy

Collaborate internally and externally, in R&D and
developing new norms

New organization; showing groups
commitment to low-carbon business areas,
improving efficiency and synergies, and
implementing unified environment and
safety model.
To large extent the same approach continues
to mitigation and adopting
Commit to creating action plan based on UN
SDG’s and work with IPIECA to create
industry framework

To large extent the same approach continues to
mitigation and adopting.

Transparent reporting

Transparent reporting

Circular economy action plan 2017-2020
Commitment to UN SDG’s implemented to group
strategy and operations

New collaborations; e.g. Shell & Statoil; start-up
competitions
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